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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 What is EKS-VI? 

EKS-VIl is a Knowledge Base Management System developed along the deductive database approach 
[GMN84]. It can be seen as a database system providing extensive (and efficient) inferential capabilities 
on (large amounts of) data. 

Its inferential capabilities are of the following types: 

1.	 Deduction of new information (through deduction rules given by the user) from the data being 
explicitly stored. Hence, the system distinguishes between base predicates, corresponding to data 
explicitly stored, and virtual predicates, defined by means of rules. 

2. Maintenance	 of the integrity of the database. The user can specify constraints over (base and/or 
derived) relations. These constraints are required to remain true in any state of the database, and 
thus restrict the possible states of the database to those that are actually meant by the database 
designer. 

3. Post-conditional updates and hypothetical reasoning.	 These facilities are high-level tools with which 
a user can write complex applications and/or transactions. 

For expressing deduction rules and integrity constraints, the user can make use of a declarative logic
based language: constraints are closed formulae of this language (i.e. yes/no queries), while the body 
of deduction rules can be arbitrary formulae of this language. Technically, the rule language can be seen 
as an extension of Datalog with negation, existential and universal quantifiers, aggregate functions and 
external predicates; this rule language fully supports recursion. 

As both deduction rules and integrity constraints are purdy declarative statements, the system has to 
take care of efficiency and termination of the inference processes. The manipulation of data involved in 
the inference process is done along set-oriented, relational-like techniques. 

Post-conditional updates and hypothetical reasoning belong to the procedural facilities provided by 
EKS-V1. Indeed, it is recognized that these procedural facilities are required for the development of 
database applications and of complex transactions. For this purpose, EKS-VI is accessible from an 
extended Prolog environment in which its query and updating facilities are integrated. 

1EI<S stands for ECRC Knowledge Base Management System. 



1.2 Historical Notes 

The EKS-VI project was started in March 19S9, as part of an ongoing research effort pursued by the 
Knowledge Base (KB) group of ECRC since 19S4. 

The first three years of this research effort were devoted to the study of basic modeling, algorithmic 
and engineering issues arising when designing a KBMS (Knowledge Base Management System). These 
issues included: extension of logic-based models with semantic modeling facilities (cf the KB2 project 
[WalS6]); development of methods to check the internal consistency of integrity constraints (resulting in 
the SATCHMO method [MBSS]), to check the consistency of the database with the constraints (SOUND
CHECK prototype and later contributions [DecS6, BDMSS]) and to'efficiently evaluate deductive (recur
sive) queries (work around QSQ and later contributions [VieS9, Bry90]); integration oflogic programming 
and database technology (EDUCE prototype and la.ter systems [BocS6, HBDS9]); design and implemen
tation of multi-dimensional file structures (the BANG file [FreS7, FreS9]). 

As a natural follow-up to this first research phase, an integration phase started at the beginning of 19S5. 
The ultimate goal of this second phase was to desi!~n a KBMS (Knowledge Base Management System) 
integrating the various functionalities studied so far. During the year 19S5, a considerable amount of 
work was invested in this integration. This resulted in a proposal for a Knowledge Base Language (KBL 
[MKWS9]) and in a better understanding of the mutual interaction of the various issues and previous 
results; as an important by-product, the knowledge of these results was no more confined to the mind of 
the experts, but started to be shared by other people. 

As a first step towards a system fulfilling the ultimate goal of this research, it was decided, at the beginning 
of 19S9, to start the design and the development of a system prototype, perhaps with less functionalities 
than the ones ultimately aimed at, but which had to be running by the end of the year. This short-term 
project was christened EKS-VI. 

1.3 Objectives 

The interest ofthis short-term project was understood as follows. First, it had to validate several solutions 
and methods produced during the first research phase.; such a validation could only be achieved by a system 
prototype convincingly demonstrating the corresponding functionalities. Second, it was a first attempt 
to come up with a design of a KBMS integrating at least a subset of the desirable functionalities; as 
such, it should become a testbed and an important source of observations to be used for later designs. 
Third, it should demonstrate the interest of a KBMS by hopefully supporting new applications (i.e. 
applications poorly treated by existing generic systems such as Relational Database Management Systems, 
and currently requiring ad-hoc developments). 

To facilitate the design and the development of EKS-VI, it was agreed that it should rely, as much as 
possible, on the existing system prototypes: the BANG file system, the MEGALOG platform [HBDS9] 
integrating data base access in a logic programming environment and the DedGin* deductive query 
evaluator [LV90]. The BANG file system was providing a convenient storage manager thanks to its multi
dimensional nature; the MEGALOG platform, as a run-time support for EKS-VI, was offering a high-level 
of integration between a logic programming language and BANG; in particular, its full garbage collecting 
scheme guaranteed continuous operation when interacting with a database. As for DedGin*, it was to 
provide a first version of a deductive query evaluator (limited to recursive Datalog, i.e. without negation 
nor external predicates), already using the BANG me system; the rule compiler and query evaluator of 
EKS-Vl were to derive from DedGin*. 

The functionalities to be offered by EKS-VI were delimited as follows. First, it would provide a declar
ative, logic-based language allowing quantifiers, negation, disjunction, conjunction and implication as 
logical connectives; this language should be used both to state integrity constraints and to write the body 
of derivation rules. Expressions of this language could refer indifferently to base, virtual or external pred
icates. This decla.rative language would provide facilities for aggregate operations, in particular recursive 
aggregates. Second, EKS-VI was to support basic updating primitives, as well as more sophisticated 
facilities, such as hypothetical reasoning and conditional updates. EKS-VI was first to be a single-user 



system, as the versions of :MEGALOG and of BANG available at that time did not allow concurrent 
access2 . 

These functionalities were chosen in a pragmatic way, while trying to fulfill the main objectives of EKS
VI stated above. For instance, the full support of integrity by EKS-VI takes advantage of the maturity 
of the previous work, while providing an unrivaled functionality for complex applications; incorporating 
quantifiers, a full set of connectives or external predicates in the declarative language was not difficult 
conceptually and potentially very useful in practice (this is the case in particular for external predicates); 
the semantics and the evaluation of recursive aggregates required some basic research, justified by their 
importance for the applications being considered; conditional updates and hypothetical reasoning could 
be designed in a pragmatic way, while providing a useful tool to wr~te complex transactions. 

1.4 Development 

The functionalities listed above were developed both by partially redesigning and modifying existing 
software and by developing new components. 

On the one hand, the expressive power (and the interface) of the set-oriented operators provided by BANG 
was enriched to allow new treatments on the tuples produced by these operators. The rule compiler and 
query evaluator were extended to support (recursive) aggTegate operations, stratified negation, external 
predicates, the notion of admissible and non-admissible instantiation pattern and evaluation on the old 
or new states of the database (for evaluation during update propagation); finally, the rule compiler 
was enabled to call itself recursively, so that compilation could be performed on demand rather than 
systematically. 

On the other hand, new components were designed and developed either as preprocessors to the rule 
compiler and query evaluator (eg, to handle quantifiers or to generate propagation rules for integrity 
checking and materialized view handling) or to support new functionalities on their own (fact updates, 
hypothetical reasoning, maintenance of the rule and constraint base). 

The main development phase of EKS-VI ended with the demonstrations made at EDBT'90 (Venise, 
March 1990) and at SIGMOD (Atlantic City, USA, June 1990). However, development did not stop at 
this date, as the support of generated predicates, the study of new applications, the integration of the 
multi-user environment provided by MEGALOG and BANG and finally a thorough debugging have been 
done since. . 

1.5 Achievements 

We believe that EKS-VI has convincingly validated the idea of deductive databases. In particular, to our 
knowledge, it has been the first system to provide such a ra.nge of functionalities, including full support of 
integrity checking, recursive aggregates, hypothetical reasoning, recursion. Also we feel that a number of 
features of its architecture, design decisions and implementation techniques are of interest for the design 
of future KBMS products. 

Its power has been demonstrated in particular on the bill-of-material application: generalized integrity 
checking (the acyclicity constraint); recursion (part-subpart hierarchy); recursive aggregates (total cost 
of a composite part); hypothetical reasoning (total cost of a car, if the cost of a tyre were raised by 10 
percent). 

Many points would require further study: support ofricher data modeling facilities (set-valued attribute, 
semantic modeling, etc); more sophisticated optimization criteria; better code optimization; integration of 
data structures other than BANG (e.g. B-trees, hash, ... ); more flexible coordination strategies (dynamic 
choice between depth-first and breadth-first); and so on. 

2This is no more the case and the EKS-V1 system now running - SUInmer 1991 - takes advantage of the multi-user 
environment provided by the novel versions of MEGALOG and BANG. 



1.6 Purpose of this Document 

This report is a detailed description of the design, the architecture and the implementation of the EKS-VI 
system. It does not discuss the BANG and MEGALOG systems on which it relies for secondary storage 
management and as a development platform. 

This report is reasonably self-contained, in the sense that it includes a description of the functionalities 
provided by EKS-VI and of their semantics; however, it concentrates on how these functionalities are 
supported by the system. However, it has not been possible to include a full presentation of the principles 
of two key facilities implemented in EKS-Vl: deductive query answering and update propagation (for 
integrity checking and materialized view handling). These two issues have been thoroughly investigated 
in the past both at ECRC and elsewhere. Two papers [LV90, VBK91] relate the design of these facilities 
in EKS-VI to previous works on these topics. 

In chapter 2, a general overview of the EKS-VI system, of its architecture and of its main components, 
is given. The management of rule and constraints is discussed in chapter 3; in particular, the internal 
representation and the storage of rules and constraints, the primitives to define or delete them, the concept 
of schema transaction (including rule and constraint updates) are presented in this chapter. In chapter 4, 
the focus is on fact updates: the primitives for insertion, deletion, hypothetical reasoning and conditional 
updates are presented and their implementation is described; the concept of fact transaction is defined 
and its operational implications (in particular the propagation of updates) are presented. In chapter 5 
(resp. 6), the structure and the implementation principles of the rule compiler (resp. the query evaluator) 
are given with details; for these two chapters, a prior reading of [LV90] may be useful. 

Acknowledgments 
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Chapter 2 

Overview of the strllcture of 
EKS-Vl 

This chapter gives an overview of the structure of the EKS-VI system. 

In the first section, we list the main components of the system. We distinguish between the functional 
modules, which implement one important function, or class of functions, and the handlers, the role of 
which is to support the interaction with the user or application program. In the second (resp.) third 
section, the design principles of the handlers (resp. functional modules) are discussed with some details. 

This chapter is completed (last section) by a series of piictures displaying the behavior of EKS-VI in 
various situations. 

2.1 The Main Components 

It is convenient to distinguish between two kinds of components in EKS-VI: 

The functional modules: these modules are functional in the sense that they perform one function or 
one class of related functions: these functions are of main importance to EKS-VI and therefore 
isolated in separated modules. These functional modules are invoked from handlers and/or from 
other functional modules and return to their callers,. usually either by failure or by success. We 
distinguish: 

•	 the rule and constraint manager which is made up of a rewriting component, a dictionary 
manager and a propagation rule manager; 

•	 the optimizing rule compiler; 

•	 the query evaluator; 

•	 the storage manager. 

The handlers: their role is to control the interaction with the user and the application program: 

•	 the query handler, 

•	 the schema (including rule and constraint) update handler and 

•	 the fact update handler. 

As an exception, the compiler, listed here as a functional module, can also be directly called by the user. 

These various components are briefly presented below, and further discussed in the remaining chapters, 
as follows. In chapter 3, rule and constraint management is discussed; this includes the schema update 
handler and its primitives, and the rule and constraint manager with its three submodules. In chapter 4, 



fact update is discussed; this corresponds to the fact update handler. In chapter 5, the optimizing rule 
compiler is presented. In chapter 6, querying aspects are discussed; this includes both the query handler 
and the query evaluator. 

2.2 The Functional Modules 

2.2.1 The Rule and Constraint Manager 

This module includes a number of operations associated with the management of rules and constraints. 
It is divided in three submodules: 

The Rewriting SubmoduIe 

This module rewrites (general) rules and constraints into rules expressed in an extended Datalog lan
guage. Several syntactic checks, local to one expression, are also performed during the rewriting (eg 
standardization) . 

One of the main interests of this rewriting is to simplify the language internally manipulated by EKS-VI: 
this kernel needs only deal with rules expressed in an extended Datalog. 

The Propagation Rule Manager 

The role of this module is the generation of propagation rules and their maintenance whenever the set of 
rules and constraints is updated. 

The device of propagation rules is a key aspect of update propagation in EKS-VI (update propagation is 
performed both for integrity checking and for the maintenance of generated predicates). These propagation 
rules are associated with internal predicates called propagation predicates, and are generated in such a 
way that the upward propagation of an addition (resp. a deletion) +fact (resp. -fact) reduces to the 
backward chaining evaluation of the query prop_add(fact) (resp. prop_rem(faet)). 

After their generation, these propagation rules are compiled nearly like any other rule. 

An important aspect of the propagation rule manager is to ensure that the base of propagation rules 
remains as small as possible. This ensures that only the relevant propagations are performed, i.e. only 
those which may eventually affect a constraint or a generated predicate. 

Rule and Constraint Dictionary Management 

This component is in charge of maintaining meta-data about rules and constraints and of checking its 
syntactic correctness. 

These meta-data are kept in a rule and constraint dictionary and consist of: 

• general information about predicates known to the database: 

predicate name and al'ity; 

whether the predicate is external, recursively defined, defined by an aggregate operation or 
simply virtual and non-recursive; 

whether the predicate is derived or generated; 

whether the predicate is a user predicate or an internal predicate (introduced by the rewriting); 

attribute types; 

6 



•	 a dependency graph between predicates; 

•	 information about mutual recursion; 

•	 information about the admissible and non-admissible instantiation patterns for each predicate. The 
use and meaning of this concept can be described as follows: 

External predicates may be called only when some of their arguments are bound: admissible instan
tiation patterns indicate the configurations for which an external predicate is callable. Similarly, 
negated body literals require their arguments to be bound at execution. In both cases, if the body 
of the rules in which these literals appear are not able to provide sufficiently many bindings for 
the corresponding variables, these bindings must be provided, by the queries asked on the head of 
the rule. As a consequence, constraints on the instantiation patterns of literals negated or built on 
external predicates potentially induce constraints on the instantiation patterns of virtual predicates. 

This information is maintained whenever the rule and constraint base is updated. 

2.2.2 The Optimizing Rule Compiler 

The optimizing rule compiler takes as input the internal rules produced by the rewriting component and 
expressed in extended Datalog. This extended Datalog accepts (stratified) negation, invocation of external 
predicates, (recursive) aggregates and evaluation in the old and new states (this notion refers to the states 
before and after a fact transaction and is needed for evaluation during update propagation). 

The compiler is invoked for a given predicate and a given instantiation pattern. It proceeds in two phases: 

•	 In the first phase, it tries to find an admissible, optimal order for evaluating the body literals of 
each of the corresponding rules. An admissible order is an order in which each body literal is called 
with sufficiently many arguments instantiated, i.e. is called along one of its admissible patterns. 
The optimal (admissible) order is determined using both syntactic and (simple) statistical criteria. 

During this first phase, the compiler may have to call itself recursively. When investigating a 
particular order, the compiler may consider a virtual body literal for which it is not known whether 
the instantiation pattern induced by this order is admissible. In this case, the compiler is recursively 
called with this body literal and this pattern as arguments: this recursive call succeeds if and only 
if the pattern is admissible. A loop checking mechanism is implemented so that the compiler does 
not loop in case of recursive rules. 

Also, this first phase incorporates the detection of several optimizations for recursive predicates 
(tail-recursion optimization, syntactic non-admissibility). 

The first phase produces an internal data structure called a data-flow sequence, used as input for 
the second phase. 

•	 The second phase of the compiler is a code generation phase and is conceptually rather straightfor
ward. 

It takes as input the data-flow sequences and generates sequences of data manipulation opera
tors (essentially the join, difference and selection operators provided by the BANG system; cf the 
storage manager chapter). These sequences are represented by means of nodes, containing 1) the 
specification of the associated operator 2) the links from this node to the others and 3) some ad
ditional parameters. These node data structures are stored on secondary storage and are retrieved 
on demand when evaluating queries. 

2.2.3 The Query Evaluator 

The role of the query evaluator is to generate answers to queries by interpreting the code produced by 
the compiler. These queries can either come from the query handler (primitives find and display_all) or 
be issued by other components of the system (evaluation of new constraints to check the consistency of 



the database w.r.t. these new constraints; propagation of fact updates to check the consistency of these
 
updates with existing constraints, and to maintain generated predicates).
 

The main task of the query evaluator can be understood as coordination: the compiler has produced 
sequences of operators which, when linked together, make up a (potentially cyclic) evaluation graph; it 
remains to execute and coordinate the operations specified in this graph. 

The main aspects of this coordination task are the following ones: 

•	 Decide about and apply a strategy to execute the sequences of operators corresponding to the
 
different rules defining a predicate.
 

This strategy can be depth-first (execute one rule and propagate the answers at once - later back

track to execute the remaining rules), or breadth-first (execute all the rules before propagating the
 
answers).
 

The strategy currently implemented is breadth-first. 

•	 Coordinate the operations for negated (resp. aggregate) literals. 

Indeed, queries over these predicates must be <completely answered before their answers are used in
 
the corresponding difference operation (resp. in an aggregate operation). This is required for the
 
sake of soundness.
 

The breadth-first strategy used in EKS-Vl fit!! well with this requirement. 

•	 Coordinate the evaluation of recursive predicates and of their respective cliques. 

The completeness and the termination of the evaluation requires that, for recursive predicates,
 
it saturates sets of subqueries and sets of answers. In this respect, EKS-VI implements a delta
 
mechanism. Further, in order not to violate the above requirement for negation and aggregates,
 
the evaluator sets up clique environments (in a. stack-wise manner), so that a clique is completely
 
answered before the evaluator returns to its parent environment.
 

•	 Handle non-stratified aggregates. 

The evaluation of recursive (or non-stratified) aggregates is complex and requires special treatment
 
(see [Lernl] and the relevant chapters).
 

As a key feature, all manipulations of data are done by means of set-oriented operators: no data are 
introduced in the Prolog environment until the end of the evaluation. The output of the query evaluator 
is a BANG temporary relation containing (all) the answers to the query. This temporary relation is then 
used by the component calling the query evaluator. 

2.2.4 The Storage Manager 

The storage manager provides the adequate support [.:>1' storage, manipulation and update of information 
kept within an EKS-VI database. This information consists both in the facts, rules and constraints given 
by the user and in all meta-data and internal data structures generated and maintained by EK8-VI. 

A uniform interface is provided by MEGALOG to the BANG file system in order to store flat tuples as 
well as complex structures. In particular, EKS-VI inherits from MEGALOG the primitives to interact 
with a BANG file on tuple-at-a-time basis (insertion, deletion, backtrackable retrieval) and primitives to 
perform simple relational operations (join/difference/selection). Similarly, the primitives provided by the 
MEGALOG interface to manipulate the schema of a BANG database are used within EKS-VI. 

However, the interface to the BANG file system used in EKS-VI goes beyond the interface provided by 
the MEGALOG system: the interface to the set-oriented operators has been extended so as to be able I 

to specify complex operations on the tuples produced by the operators. Indeed, in addition to simply J 
inserting the resulting tuples into temporary relations (basic features), one may want, for instance: 1) to 
perform aggregate functions, 2) to evaluate external predicates, 3) to perform the operations related to 
the QSQ algorithm. 

Q 



2.3 The Handlers 

2.3.1 The Query Handler 

The query handler takes queries as input and returns answers to the user or the application program. 

Queries are literals built over base or virtual predicates. Two query primitives, both taking a query as 
argument, are supported: 

•	 the find primitive returns the answers one-at-a-time to the Prolog environment; 

•	 the display_all primitive displays (all) the answers on the screen. 

The query handler interacts with other modules in the following way: 

•	 For queries over base relations, the query handler generates and executes a call to the storage 
manager; this call performs a (set-oriented) selection. 

•	 For queries over virtual relations, the query handler may have to call the rule compiler if no compiled 
code is available for this query. Afterwards, the query handler calls the query evaluator. 

From the user (or application program) point of view, a key aspect of query evaluation is that all answers 
to a query are computed before the first answer is returned (these answers are stored in a temporary 
BANG relation). Hence, a (Prolog) program can safely issue a query (using the find primitive), and then 
perform updates over base relations while backtracking over the set of answers: the system guarantees 
that these updates will have no side-effect on the result of the query issued previously. 

QUERIES failure ANSWERS 

no 

STORAGE
 
MANAGER
 

Figure 2.3.1: Queries over virtual predicates 

Figure 2.3.1 represents the sequence of decisions made when a query on a virtual predicate is presented 
to the query handler. 



2.3.2 The Fact Update Handler 

The fact update handler provides the user (or application program) with facilities to update the data 
stored in base predicates. 

The fact update handler provides two kinds of update primitives: 

•	 basic primitives to insert and delete facts (ins, rem); 

•	 more sophisticated primitives for hypotheticaR reasoning (assume . .. for . .. ) and conditional updates 
(update . .. if_new . .. ). 

The fact update handler supports the concept of a fact transaction and provides the associated primitives. 
A fact transaction is either explicitly delimited (primitives begin, commit, aborLfacUransaction or fact
_transaction(Goal) , or implicitly delimited (any update statement delimits a fact transaction if it is 
not within a fact transaction). A fact transaction can be any Prolog program containing (fact) update 
statements (both basic and sophisticated) and queries. Hence, the fact update handler may have to 
interact with the query handler. 

The main notion currently associated with a fact transaction is that of integrity: at the end of any fact 
transaction, the database is required to be consistent with the constraints specified by the user; however, 
inconsistent states are allowed during the transaction. 

2.3.3 The Schema (Rule and Constra.int) Update Handler 

The schema update handler provides the user (or application program) with facilities to update the rule 
scheme (see also the chapter about Rule and Const1'aint Management) of the database. In general, rules 
and constraints are considered as part of the rule scheme, as well as the meta data of the rule and 
constraint dictionary. 

The schema update handler provides primitives: 

•	 to insert and delete rules and constraints, 

•	 to declare and undeclare external predicates, the types of their arguments and their admissible 
invocation patterns; 

•	 to declare virtual predicates as derived or as generated; 

•	 to declare the types and the admissible invocation patterns of virtual predicates. 

The schema update handler supports the concept of a schema transaction and provides the associated 
primitives. A schema transaction is either explicitly delimited (primitives begin, commit, aborLerpr
_transaction or erpr_transaetion(Goal), or implicitly delimited (any update statement delimits a schema 
transaction if it is not within a schema transaction). A schema transaction can be any Prolog program 
containing update statements and declarations. Unlike a fact transaction, it may not contain queries. 

The following tasks are performed whenever the rule and constraint base is updated (this is done when 
committing the embedding schema transaction): 

•	 Global syntax checks, such as stratification, absence of name clash, etc ... 

•	 Maintenance of the dependency graph and of the information about mutual recursion. 

•	 Derivation of types for attributes of virtual predicates; verification of their compatibility both intra
and inter-rules. 

•	 For updated virtual predicates, the patterns previously known to be admissible are required to remain 
admissible; this is checked by recompiling each pattern previously known to be admissible. 
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•	 Newly introduced virtual predicates are required to have at least one admissible pattern; this is 
checked by compiling new virtual predicate for the instantiation pattern bb.. bb. 

If one of these tasks fails, then the whole schema transaction is aborted. 

At the end of a schema transaction, the database is required to be consistent with the constraints specified 
by the user. Hence, in order to validate a schema transaction (at commit-time) every new constraint is 
evaluated as a YES/NO query over the database. If one of these queries fails, the transaction is aborted 
and the updates are undone. Commit and roll-back mechanisms are straightforward and are described in 
the relevant part. 

Rules & Constraints 
Update 

update failure Local syntax 
primitive ....-----------j checks 

fails 
storage of success 

rules + contraints 

Rewriting into 
Datalog rules 

rewriting 
submodule 

failure 
abort ....--------i 

Meta-data extraction 
Global syntax checks 

(Re-)Compilation 

success 

dictionary 
management 
submodule 

Modification of the base l ) 
of relevant propagation rulesJ 

Compilation 

failure Evaluation ofabort _---------i new constraints 

success 

COMMIT 

propagation 
rule manager 

rule and constraint 
update time 

schema 
transaction 
commit time 

Figure 2.3.2: Rules and Constraints Handling 

Figure 2.3.2 represents the sequence of operations performed on rules and constraints when they are given 
to the system. Some operations are performed when the rule or the constraint is defined (definition time), 
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and the others are performed at the end of the embedding schema transactions (commit time). Propa
gation rules are produced from a given (Datalog) rule only when the propagation of the corresponding 
update may affect a constraint or a generated predicate. 
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Chapter 3 

Rule and Constraint Management 

3.1 Introduction 

The inferential capabilities of EKS-VI permit 

•	 to derive new information through deduction rules from the data being explicitly stored and 

•	 to check integrity constraints over base and/or derived relations. 

Deduction rules and integrity constraints are expressed in a declarative logic-based language: con
straints are closed formulae, while the body of deduction rules can be arbitrary formulae of this language. 
The rule language is as an extension of Datalog with negation, existential and universal quantifiers, 
aggregate functions and external predicates. 

In this chapter we document how deduction rules and integrity constraints (also called user expressions) 
are managed by EKS-VI. The rule scheme denotes in the following 

•	 the base of deduction rules and integrity constraints currently defined; 

•	 the base of Datalogneg rules (see 3.4); 

•	 the base of compiled rules; 

•	 meta data containing among others the dependency graph and the information about mutual re
cursion. 

The addition/deletion of deduction rules and/or integrity constraints updates the rule scheme of EKS-VI. 
Updates of this kind are processed in schema transactions. In this chapter we discuss: 

1.	 The concept of schema transaction in EKS-VI. 

2.	 The syntax of user expressions. 

3.	 The rewriting of complex user expressions (with quantifiers, disjunction, ... ) into Datalogneg rules. 

4. The notion of admissible instantiation patterns. 

5. The storage of user expressions and Datalogneg rules. 

6. The meta data associated with Datalogneg rules. 

7. Management of this meta data. 

8. The definition and maintenance of the base of propagation rules. 



3.2 The Concept of Schema Transaction in EKS-VI 

A schema transaction can contain one or several single updates on user expressions, i.e. rules and/or 
integrity constraints, as well as pattern and type declarations (see [VBKL90]) or declarations for generated 
predicates (see 3.3.3). Within a schema transaction fact updates and queries are not allowed because a 
schema transaction updates the rule scheme (i.e. changes the definition of predicates), but the rule scheme 
is completely updated only at the end of the schema transaction; therefore queries within a schema 
transaction cannot work on the new (currently updated) rule scheme. 

The user expressions are first rewritten into Da.talogneg rules (see 3.4), then some meta data about 
the updated rule scheme are derived and finally the rule compiler is called. For integrity constraints 
and generated predicates (see 3.3.3) a base of propagation rules is maintained by the system. The 
propagation rules are compiled by the same rule optimizer/compiler as Datalogneg rules and are used in 
order to propagate the fact updates (see also next chapter). 

Updates on the rules of predicates which are used in already defined integrity constraints are rejected, as 
these updates are not handled by the propagation rules. Removing this restriction requires further work. 

Validating a schema transaction consists of the following operations: 

1. Update the rule scheme. 

2. Update the propagation rule base. 

3. Materialize new generated predicates (see 3.3 .. 3). (This consists of an invocation of the evaluator for 
the pattern ft..if and the storage of the set of answers in the materialized relation for this predicate.) 

4. Evaluate new integrity constraints. 

A schema transaction may either commit or abort. It may abort either by explicit request of the user, or 
because its validation failed. In case the schema transaction aborts, the state of the database BEFORE 
the transaction is restored. EKS-VI relies on the 1'(:covery mechanism offered by MegaLog (see also next 
chapter). 

3.3 Syntax of Quantified User Expressions 

EKS-VI accepts quantified formulae both for the specification of integrity constraints and in the body of 
rules. These quantified expressions are defined as follows: 

FORMULA - false 
FORMULA ·.- true 
FORMULA • ~ = Literal 
FORMULA - not FORMULA 
FORMULA : := FORMULA and FORMULA 
FORMULA · .- FORMULA or FORMULA 
FORMULA · .- forall List_of_Variables (RANGE -> FORMULA) 
FORMULA ·.- exists List_of_Variables (RANGE and FORMULA) 

where Literal is a literal which can be built from any predicate known to the system (base, virtual or 
externally defined), and LisLof_ Variables is a Prolog list of variables. The system will generate values 
for the variables in LisLof_ Variables by evaluating RANGE. RANGE has to be a conjunct of (base or 
virtual) literals: 

RANGE Literal 
RANGE : := Literal and RANGE 
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The scope of a quantifier is defined as being the subexpression associated with it (i.e. the subformula 
between brackets in the above definition). At definition time, the system checks the following standard
ization restriction: 

The variables in a formula are standardized apart, i.e. no quantified variable may appear 
outside the scope of its quantifier. 

For a more detailed description of the language see [VBKL90]. 

3.3.1 Rules 

A rule has the format 

Head <- FORMULA. 

where Head is a literal and FORMULA is a formula such that: 

•	 No quantified variable may appear in Head. 

•	 Quantification can be implicit or explicit: variables which are not explicitly quantified and do not 
appear in Head, are supposed to be existentially quantified. The scope of this quantifier is supposed 
to be the whole body of the rule (i.e. FORMULA) .. 

3.3.2 Integrity Constraints 

Integrity constraints are closed formulae ofthe above defined language, i.e. formulae where all the variables 
are explicitly quantified (unlike rules where implicit quantification is allowed). The system checks at 
definition time whether a constraint is closed. A constraint is a YES/NO query that is required to remain 
true in the state reached by the database after any transaction. 

As a consequence, a constraint will have to be 

1.	 fully evaluated at commit time of the (schema) transaction in which it is defined. If this evaluation 
fails, then the (whole) transaction is aborted. 

2.	 (partially) evaluated when fact updates are performed that may violate the constraints (for details 
see [VBK9I]). This evaluation uses the propagation rules. 

3.3.3 Generated Predicates 

Generated predicates are predicates which are defined by means of rules and for which all answer tuples 
are materialized in a base relation. The motivation for this approach is the following: if a predicate is 
often queried and turns out to be expensive to evaluate it might be an advantage to materialize the set 
of answers for this predicate once. Now further queries simply access the materialized base relation. This 
can result in a non negligible gain in efficiency. 

On the other hand the problem is now on the update side: as updates might affect the materialized relation 
(some tuples will be added/deleted implicitly) this relation has to be maintained by the system. In EKS
VI the materialized relation is not completely recomputed after a set of updates but added/deleted tuples 
are dynamically detected by means of update propagation (for more details see 3.9). 

In EKS-VI any virtual predicate can be defined to be a generated predicate (materialized view) as long 
as it is admissible for the instantiation pattern if..ff (see 3.7). This is required as generated predicates 
have to be evaluated once for the pattern if..ifto store the set of answers. The computation of this set of 
answers is performed after the update of the rule scheme. 
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3.4 Rewriting of User Expressions into Datalog Rules 

User expressions (rules and constraints) are rewritten into Datalogneg rules at definition time. These 
Datalogneg rules can then be optimized and compiled by a single rule optimizer/compiler. 

Datalogneg rules have the form Head: -L 1 , ..• , Ln. where Head is a positive literal having variables or 
constants as attributes and Li are negative/positive literals. A positive literal can refer to one of the 
following predicates: 

1.	 A base predicate; 

2.	 A virtual predicate; 

3. A (user-defined) external predicate; 

4.	 A comparison operator Comp or not Compo Comp may have the form Argl Op Arg2 where 
Argl/Arg2 are variables or constants and Op may be 

>,	 <, >=, =<, = or \=. 

A negative literal is of the form not Lit where Lit is a positive literal. 

3.4.1 Rewriting of User Rules into Datalog Rules 

User rules are rewritten into Datalogneg rules (see [LJ84] for the rewriting). As this rewriting process 
can introduce new virtual predicates (and the rules defining them), we will distinguish in the following 
between user predicates (i.e. predicates given by the user) and internal ones (i.e. predicates introduced 
by the rewriting process, in the following 'tmp' predicates). 

The rewriting is performed at definition time and proceeds as follows: 

1.	 remove (all) universal quantifiers:
 
forall Vars: l' becomes not exists Vars: not 1';
 

2.	 remove (all) implication connectives:
 
Fl- > F2 becomes not (1'1 or 1'2);
 

3.	 push (systematically) negation inwards conjunction and disjunction:
 
not (1'1 and 1'2) becomes not F1 or not 1'2;
 
not (1'1 or 1'2) becomes not 1'1 and not 1'2;
 

4.	 remove (all) double negations:
 
not not l' becomes 1';
 

5. replace (all) disjunctive subformulas by literals built from an internal predicate defined by means 
of several rules: 
1'1 or ... or 1'n becomes tmp(X) 
where X is the set offree variables in Fl ... Fll. The new (internal) predicate tmp is defined by the 
following set of new rules (one for each Fi): 
tmp;{X) < - 1'i ; 

6.	 replace (all) negated existential subformulas by negated literals built from an internal predicate: 
not exists l' becomes not tmp(X). 
The new (internal) predicate tmp is defined by the new rule: 
tmp(X) < - 1', where X is the set of free variables in F; 

7.	 remove all remaining existential quantifiers. 
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Example for Rewriting 

p(X) <- q(X,Y) and (r(Y,Z) or s(Y,Z». 

Both variables Y and Z are supposed to be existentially quantified and the range of their quantifiers is 
supposed to be the whole body. The formula is rewritten into: 

p(X) <- q(X,Y) and tmp(Y,Z).
 
tmp(Y,Z) <- r(Y,Z).
 
tmp(Y,Z) <- s(Y,Z).
 

3.4.2 Rewriting of Constraints into Datalog Rules 

Logical expressions stating integrity constraints are also rewritten into Datalogneg rules. As constraints 
are expressed by the user as closed formulae, not as rules, they are first rewritten into denials, i.e. into 
rules the head of which means inconsistent. Let F be the (closed) formula expressing a given constraint. 
The denial associated with this constraint is: 

inc_id < - not F 
where id is an internal identifier of the constraint which is used to distinguish different integrity constraints 
together with their corresponding Datalogneg rules. Now the above rewriting algorithm can also be applied 
on denials. As a result, the initial constraint is eventually rewritten into a (simple) denial: 

inc_id < - Body 
where Body is a disjunction of positive or negated literals, and into a set of Datalogneg rules. 

3.4.3 Implicit Existential Quantification 

The interpretation of free variables causes some problems: free variables may appear in the body of a 
rule. A variable X that is free in "Body" 

•	 may either appear in "Head"; in this case, X is either bound when the rule is invoked, or is supposed 
to carry values returned by the evaluation of the rule. 

•	 or does not appear in "Head": in this case X is supposed to be existentially quantified. For instance, 
the two following rules are equivalent: 

p(X,Y) q(X,Z), r(Z,Y).
 
p(X,Y) -- exists Z (q(X,Z), r(Z,Y».
 

EKS-VI follows the Prolog practice and uses the following convention: free variables appearing in "Body"
 
without appearing in "Head" are supposed to be existentially quantified. Further, the scope of their quan

tifier is supposed to be the whole "Body" expression. Implicit existential quantification (see also previous
 
example) is a useful feature of the EKS-VI rule language thus containing Datalog as a sublanguage.
 
However, when a variable appears free only in a subformula (e.g. a universally quantified formula), the
 
semantics assumed by EKS-VI may appear unnatural.
 
Examples:
 

1.	 p(X) <- q(X,Y) and (forall [Z] r(X,Z) -> s(X,Y1,Z». 

In this rule, the variable YI does not appear in the head nor is quantified. The semantics supposed 
by EKS-VI is the following: 

p(X) <- exists [Y1] (q(X,Y) and (forall [Z] r(X,Z) -> s(X,Y1,Z»). 

which is rewritten into: 
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p(X) <- q(X,Y) and	 not tmp(X,Yi). 
tmp(X,Yi) <- r(X,Z), not s(X,Yi,Z). 

These Datalogneg rules will not be accepted by the compiler, as it will not be able to find a range 
for Yl. If the variable Yl is explicitly quantified in the subformula, the rule will be accepted (see 
next example). 

2.	 p(X) <- q(X,Y) and (forall [Z] r(X,Z) -> (exists [Yi]
 
s(X,Yi,Z» ).
 

Rewritten into: 

p(X) <- q(X,Y) and	 not tmp(X). 
tmp(X) <- r(X,Z), not tmpi(X,Z). 
tmpi(X,Z) <- s(X,Yi,Z). 

In the former case, EKS-V1 will give a warning to raise the attention of the user to a possibly unnatural 
or incorrect semantics. 

3.5 Admissible Instantiation Patterns for DatalogRules 

As described above, rules defining user predicates are rewritten into an internal form. This rewriting 
process has an influence on the way admissible instantiation patterns are determined. A user defined 
predicate can only be queried with an instantiation pattern for which the internal rules could be com
piled. An instantiation pattern captures what argument of a query is bound (represented by b) and what 
argument is free (represented by fl. To verify usability of new predicates, the rules are always compiled 
for the most instantiated pattern bb.. bb. If the compilation of this pattern fails, then no other (less 
instantiated) query can be answered on this predicate. 

Admissible Instantiation Patterns 

In general, queries can only be evaluated if the literals appearing in the corresponding rules can be 
consulted with a sufficient range. 

Ranges are in general made up of positive literals (negative literals can only be used as 'tests', i.e. be called 
with all their arguments appearing somewhere else in the rule being already instantiated). However, not all 
positive literals are able to provide a range for all their arguments: base relations do provide a range for all 
their attributes; by default, external predicates are used as tests, i.e. with all their arguments instantiated 
- however the user can also indicate that they can provide a range for some of their arguments; finally, 
whether a virtual predicate provides a range for one of its arguments depends on the literals appearing in 
the body of the rules defining this virtual predicate. 

EKS-V1 uses the concept of admissible instantiation patterns and of admissible orderings to ensure the 
existence of ranges. 

All base predicates have jJ..ff as admissible instantiation pattern, indicating that they can provide values 
for all their attributes. 

The admissible patterns of an external predicate are determined by the user when declaring the predicate. 
As an example, the arithmetic predicate plus/3 can potentially be called with the 1st and 2nd, or with the 
1st and 3d, or with the 2nd and 3d, arguments being instantiated (or with all of them). When declaring 
plus/3, the user will then be able to declare bbf, bfb and fbb as admissible instantiation patterns. Any 
pattern more instantiated than an admissible one is automatically considered as admissible, because if 
a predicate provides a range for a variable, then it can also be evaluated with this variable bound. A 
pattern Pl is more restrictive Lhan a pattern P2 if any f of P2 corresponds to a f in Pl. By default, 
only the pattern bb .. vb is considered to be admissible (test ca.se). 

The admissible instantiation patterns for virtual predicates are derived in the following way: 
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1.	 A pattern P is admissible for a virtual predicate, if it is admissible for all the rules defining it. 

2.	 A pattern P is admissible for a (Datalogneg ) rule, if its body can be ordered in a way that IS 

admissible for P. 

3. An ordering	 of the body of a rule is admissible for P if each body literal L has an admissible 
instantiation pattern PI such that for each argument of L corresponding to a b in PI, one of these 
two conditions holds: 

•	 the argument is a constant in L; 

•	 the argument has been bound previously in the rule, i.e. either it corresponds to a b in P, or it 
appears in a literal preceding L with f 

4. A recursive predicate is required to accept ff..ff as an admissible instantiation pattern. The reason is 
the following: admissible patterns are defined inductively: from the admissible patterns of the body 
literal the admissible patterns of the head are determined. For a recursive predicate this definition 
loops, as the following situation may occur: a pattern is admissible if and only if it is admissible. 
As in EKS-VI the definition of admissible instantiation patterns was not refined for the recursion 
case, there is the requirement that every pattern has to be admissible for a recursive predicate (i.e. 
the pattern ff..ffhas to be admissible). 

In general, whether a pattern is admissible or not for a given predicate is checked when trying to compile 
the predicate for this pattern. 

The system enforces the following requirements (as otherwise the predicate could not be used in any 
query): 

•	 Each virtual predicate must be at least usable as a test. i.e. the pattern b..b must be admissible. 

•	 Each constraint (corresponding to a O-ary predicate) must be evaluable (i.e. the corresponding query 
incjd must be compilable). 

To enforce these conditions, the compiler is called at commit time for each user predicate with b.. b as 
pattern, and for each new constraint. If one of the two requirements above is violated, the schema 
transaction is aborted. 

3.6 The Storage of User Expressions and Datalog Rules 

3.6.1 User Expressions 

User expressions are stored in their original form (as the user may want to consult them) together with 
an additional logical identifier in the relation INIT...EXPR: 

INIT_EXPR(User_expression, Origin, Functor, Arity, Id) 

where: 

•	 User_expression is either the user rule or the integrity constraint. 

•	 Origin is either rule or ic depending whether a rule or an integrity constraint is stored. 

•	 For a rule Functor and Arity correspond to the functor and the arity of the head of the rule. For 
an integrity constraint functor is equal to no and arity is O. 

•	 Id is the logical identifier of the user expression. This identifier is used in order to make the corre
spondence of the rewritten Datalogneg rules to the user expressions (therefore for ea.ch Datalogneg 

rule the identifier of the corresponding user expression is stored as well). 
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3.6.2 Datalog Rules 

The Datalogneg rules are stored in the relation DATAL OC: 

DATALOG(Datalog_rule, Functor, Arity, Type, User_id, DR_id). 

where: 

•	 Datalog_rule is the stored Datalogneg rule. 

•	 The pair Functor/ A rity corresponds to the head of the Datalogneg rule. 

•	 Type is the Type of the rule: i (=internal, i. e. introduced because of rewriting) or e (=external). 

•	 Userjd is the logical identifier of the corresponding user expression (user rule or integrity constraint). 
Note that several Datalogneg rules can correspond to one user expression (in case of disjunction or 
universal quantification for example). 

•	 DR_id is the logical identifier of the Datalogneg rule. 

3.7 Meta Data for Datalog Rules 

The schema update handler generates and maintains the following information about predicates: 

•	 The direct dependency graph: 
It contains the information which predicates appear in the body of a rule for a given predicate and 
whether they appear positively or negatively. 
The direct dependency graph is stored in a relation HICH-LEV(FunctorJ, ArityJ, Functor2, Arity2, 
Dr_id, Sign) 
where: 

Functorl, ArityJ are the functor and the arity of the head of the corresponding Datalogneg 

rule. 

Functor2, Arity2 are the functor and the arity of a body literal. 

Sign is p (resp. n) if BodyJit is positive (resp. negative). 

Dr_id is the identifier of the corresponding Datalogneg rule. 

•	 The types of attributes: 
The types of the different attributes of virtual predicates are stored in a relation ATT_TYPE(Functor, 
Arity, AU_rank, Type, Length) 
where: 

Functor and A rity are the functor and the arity of the predicate. 

AtLrank is the rank of the attribute for which the type is stored. 

Type is atom, integer or real. No complex type is allowed in EKS-VI. 

Length is 1 to n (n can be any positive integer) for atoms, 1/2/4 for integers or 4 for reals. 

•	 The admissible instantiation patterns: 
For both virtual and external predicates admissible instantiation patterns are declared. Ba.se pred
icates are supposed to have the admissible instantiation pattern ff..ff. The admissible instantiation 
patterns for external predicates are given by the user. The admissible patterns for virtual predicates 
are not systematically known, as virtual predicates are not compiled for each pattern. For a virtua.l 
predicate the system stores the patterns which are known to be admissible and those which a.re 
known to be non-admissible. Storing non-admissible instantiation patterns for virtual predicates 
has the advantage that recompilation can be omitted in case the instantiation pattern is requested 
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again. This can occur frequently if orderings for rules using this predicate are to be found during 
compilation. 

Instantiation patterns are stored In a relation PATTERN(Functor, A rity, Ip_String, Adm..Flag, 
Subq_rel, Answ_rel) 
where: 

-	 Functor and Arity are the functor and the arity of the predicate. 

- IpString is the pattern represented by a string of length equal to A rity. Its characters are 
either !(free) or b (bound). 

Adm..Flag is y (= yes) if the corresponding instantiation pattern is admissible and n (= no) 
if it is non-admissible. Adm..Flag is always y if Functor/Arity corresponds to an external 
predicate as for external predicates only the positive information is stored, i.e. which patterns 
are admissible. 

Subq_rel and Answ..rel are the names of the temporary relations where the corresponding sub
queries and answers wil.l be stored. They are equal to null if Adm..Flag is no, or if the predicat.e 
corresponds to an extel'Oal predicate. A predicate has the same subquery and answer relations 
for all of its occurrences in rules and as long as it is defined. 

•	 Information about mutual recursion: 
This information is computed from the HighJev relationship. In the relation MUT-REC(Functorl, 
Arityl, Functor2, Arity2) all pairs of mutually recursive predicates are stored. All predicates which 
are mutually recursive belong to the same clique. 

The relation muLrec is used for the stratification test and for the recompilation of updated predi
cates. All predicates which are mutually recursive are recompiled if one predicate of the clique is 
updated. This is necessary to keep the complied code up to date with the modified rule schemel. 

•	 Information about predicates known to the database: 
This information is stored in a relation PREDJNFO(Functor, Arity, Fin_in!, Type, DerGen) 
where: 

-	 Functor and A rity are the functor and the arity of the predicate. 

Fin_in! is a string of f (finite) and i (infinite) for the finiteness domain declarations. This
 
attribute is not used any more.
 

Type is either set to 'rec' (recursive), 'vir' (not recursive), 'paf' (external) or 'agg' (aggregate).
 

DerGen can be 'der' (derived predicate), 'gen' (generated predicate), 'sys' (system predicate)
 
or 'pro' (propagation predicate).
 

3.8 Maintenance of Meta Data 

Each addition or deletion of a user rule or an integrity constraint updates the rule scheme. An update 
of the rule scheme implies that the the rules and constraints are rewritten into Datalogneg rules, the 
meta data associated with the rule base has to be updated and that the Datalogneg rules have to be 
(re-)compiled. An update of the rule scheme can be initiated by a single user rule or constraint or by a 
set of rules and/or constraints which are added and/or deleted. 
At the end of a schema transaction the procedure update_rule..scheme is called which performs the following 
tasks: 

1: Update the dependency graph 

Tuples of the relation high_lev, which represents the dependency graph, are deleted in case they correspond 
to removed Datalogneg rules and added in case they correspond to added Datalogneg rules. 

1 There are e.g. flags indicating the last rule of a predicate, indicating whether a predicate is recursive, indicating which 
predicates belong to the same clique, etc. 
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2: Update meta data for mutual recursion 

The relation muLrec stores the mutual recursion relationships: if two predicates p/a_p and q/a_q are 
mutually recursive, the relation muLrec contains two tuples mULrec(p, a_p, q, a_q) and muLrec(q, a_q, 
p, a_p). The relation muLrec is used for the stratification test and for the recompilation of updated 
predicates. Whenever there is an update for a predicate of a mutual recursive clique the information 
about mutual recursion is deleted for the whole clique and determined again. This might seem redundant 
but it is an easy way of doing which ensures correctness. At the same time it is noted that ALL predicates 
belonging to this clique have to be recompiled. 

3: Check the stratification of the database 

EKS-VI accepts only stratified rules. In other words, EKS-VI does not allow recursion through negation. 
As the body of a rule can be any formula, the definition of stratification becomes: 

If a predicate predl is mutually recursive with a predicate pred2, then predl is not allowed to 
appear in the body of a rule defiuing pred2 within the scope of a universal quantifier (forall 
... ) or within a negated subformula (not ... ). 

The check is performed using the relation high_lev and the relation muLrec. 

4: Check and update meta data about user defined predicates 

Before the rule scheme is updated it is checked that predicates which are used in the body of an added 
rule are either already known to the database (as base, virtual, external or generated predicates) or will 
be added to the database by the current schema transaction. Further no conflict with existing predicates 
is allowed for added predicates (i.e. a functor can have only one arity and there must not be a clash with 
a base relation). 
A predicate can be destroyed only if it is no longer referenced to by other predicates. In case it is still 
referenced to, the deletion of the predicate is rejected. 
Further the types of the attributes of a virtual predicate are derived and stored. For each rule defining 
a virtual predicate the same types for the attributes have to be derivable otherwise the rule addition is 
rejected (see also appendix of [VBKL90]). 

5: Call the compiler and update the compiled rule base 

An update of the rule scheme always implies a call to the compiler for the updated rules together with 
a certain number of instantiation patterns. The determination of the instantiation patterns for which a 
predicate has to be compiled is performed according the following strategy: 

•	 For a new predicate the pattern bb.. b will be compiled to ensure that an admissible ordering of the 
body literals can be found. 

•	 An updated predicate (i.e. a predicate for which rules were added or deleted) is recompiled for all the 
(old) admissible instantiation patterns (i.e. the compiled code is deleted and the rules are recompiled 
for the corresponding patterns). 

The rule compiler compiles recursively all predicates for the determined instantiation patterns (see also 
the chapter on the compiler). Predicates are not compiled for ALL possible instantiation patterns (query 
forms). Further compilation for predicates is done either 'on demand' (by the user) or 'on the fly' (at 
query-time). 
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Remark: 

If the same user rule is first added and then deleted (or vice versa) within one schema transaction the 
rule base is not updated. Implementation-wise we distinguish the following cases: 
If the same user rule is first added and then deleted within one schema transaction the rule base is not 
touched by EKS-VI. In this case the deletion uses the logical identifier of the added rule and thus the 
updates are recognized to be ineffective. 
If the same already existing user rule is first deleted and then inserted again, the deletion and insertion 
will be processed in this order. In this case the rules do not have the same logical identifier and thus 
they are not recognized as ineffective updates (we do not check the body of rules for semantic equality, 
therefore we do not know whether two rules are actually identical). Even though the rules are recompiled 
with their new identifiers, the resulting rule base will be identical to the first case. 

3.9 Propagation Rules: Definition and Maintenance 

For integrity constraints and generated predicates (materialized views) a base of propagation rules is 
maintained by the system. During the process of update propagation these propagation rules take updates 
of base relations as input and propagate the updates to derive induced updates. Using these induced 
updates materialized relations are updated and integrity constraints are checked. 

The propagation rules are compiled by the same rule optimizer/compiler as Datalogneg rules. The base of 
propagation rules is derived from the Datalogneg rules in such a way that each propagation rule implements 
the propagation of a particular type of update (i.e. an insertion or a deletion over a body literal L) towards 
the head of the rule (and thus finally towards the integrity constraint or the generated predicate). The base 
of propagation rules will be generated in such a way that only the required propagations are performed. 
In general, which updates need being propagated will be determined by a top-down analysis of the 
Datalogneg rules, starting from the constraints and/or the generated predicates (for more details on this 
aspect see [VBK9I] and [Kiic91]). 

In general, a propagation rule has the following form: 

if body-update and [not] state(C) then head-update 

where body-update and head-update (resp. called the body and head update of the propagation rule) are 
so-called propagation literals, i.e. constructs of the form type(L) where type is a unary meta predicate and 
L is a literal called a propagation literal. The possible meta predicates are safe-add. safe-del and del. 
(State is either old or new and indicates the state of the database on which C must be evaluated and C 
is a conjunction - potentially empty - of literals). 

3.9.1 Relevant Propagation Rules 

In this section, we define the base of propagation rules associated with a set of rules, constraints and 
generated predicates. This definition guarantees that only relevant propagations are performed, and that 
update propagation is complete. This is achieved by making sure that propagation rules represent relevant 
propagations. 

Which induced updates are relevant can be decided on the following basis: 

1.	 The addition (but not the deletion) of inconsistent is relevant. 

2.	 Both additions and deletions on generated predicates are relevant. 

3. Recursively,	 the relevance of some update on a literal H implies the relevance of some update on 
the literals in the body of the rules defining H: if additions on H are relevant, then additions (resp. 
deletions) on positive (resp. negative) body literals are relevant; if deletions on H are relevant, then 
deletions (resp. additions) on positive (resp. negative) body literals are relevant. 
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3.9.2 Recursive definition of the base of propagation rules 

A minimal requirement for any update propagation method is to return a complete set of safe updates2 : 

it must return all updates which were effectively added/deleted (facts which did not exist in OLD-DB 
but exist in NEW-DB/ facts which existed in OLD-DB but do not exist in NEW-DB); but it may also 
return safe additions (facts derivable from NEW-DB which were also derivable from OLD-DB) and safe 
deletions (facts not derivable from NEW-DB which were not derivable in OLD-DB as well). 

Corresponding to -1- and -2- of the previous section initial propagation rules are associated with con
straints and generated predicates as follows: 

•	 constraint of identifier i<fJ:
 

if safe-add{inc-id) then set-fiag-inc{id)
 

• generated predicate pred of arity n: 

if safe-add{pred{Xb .. ,Xn)) then insert{pred{X1 , .• ,Xn)) 
if safe-del{pred{XlJ .. ,Xn)) then delete{pred{X1, .. ,Xn)) 

Recursively, if type_prop{Lit) (type_prop may be safe-add. del) appears as body update in the base of 
propagation rules, if Lit is unifiable (mgu 0') with the head H of a rule R: H <- Body, there must be a 
propagation rule of head update type_prop{Hr) (such that Hr subsumes Hoo) for each literal L in Body. 
Side denotes in the following the other literals in the body of the rule; new and old refer to the state of 
the database respectively after and before the updates. 

There are four cases: 

1.	 type_prop is safe-add and L appears positively:
 

if safe-add{Lr) and new{Sider) then safe-add{Hr)
 

2.	 type-prop is safe-add and L appears negatively: 

if	 safe-del{Lr) and new{Sider) then safe-add{Hr) 

3.	 type_prop is del and L appears positively: 

if	 del{Lr) and old{Sider) then del{Hr) 

4.	 type_prop is del and L appears negatively: 

if	 safe-add{Lr) and old{Sider) then del{Hr) 

In addition, whenever safe-del{Lit) appears as body update, the base must contain a propagation rule of 
the form (L subsumes Lit):

if del{L) and not new{L) then safe-del{L) 

Further, the above criteria can be refined to take into account constants, or multiple occurrences of a 
variable in a literal. As an example, consider the denial: 

inc-ic <- p(a.X.X). not q(X) 
then only additions of facts matching p(a,X,X) are relevant. The corresponding bindings can be used to 
generate more restricted propagation rules. From the rule: 

p(X.Y.X) <- r(X.Y.X) 
one mav generate the pr9.P~Jiation rule: 

if	 safe-add(r{a,X:..x..}) then safe-add{p(a,X,X))
However, some care must be Caken when generating these more restricted propagation rules: more general 
updates may be needed elsewhere. For instance, another denial may be: 

inc-ie' <- p(X.Y.Z), not s(X,Y,Z) 
In this case, only the more general propagation rule below should be included in the base: 

if safe-add{r{X, Y,Z))	 then safe-add{p{X, Y,Z)) 

21n the following OLD-DB denotes the state of the database BEFORE the transaction while NEW-DB denotes (,he stat.e 
of the database AFTER the updates. 

3 set-flag-inc(id) sets a flag indicating that the constraint of identifier 'id' has been violated. 
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3.9.3 Examples
 

Consider the following constraint leI and deduction rule for piI.
 

Ie!: inc-3 <- p(a)
 
p(X) <- q(X,Y), not r(Y,X) 

In this example, additions on q or deletions on r not unifiable with q(a, Y) and r(y,a) do not need to be 
propagated. The relevant propagation rules generated are as follows: 

(3-C) if safe-add(inc-3) then set-fiag-inc(3) 
(3-0) if safe-add(p(a)) then safe-add(inc-3) 
(3-1) if safe-add(q(a,Y)) and not r(Y,a) then safe-add(p(a)) 
(3-2) if safe-del(r(Y,a)) and q(a, Y) then safe-add(p(a)) 

The system ensures that only the (relatively) most general propagation rules exist in the database. For
 
instance, if the following second constraint is added to the database:
 

IC2: inc-4 <- p(X)
 

then the rules (3-1) and (3-2) will be removed, and the following four rules will be added:
 

(4-C) if safe-add(inc-4) then set-fiag-inc(4) 
(4-0) if safe-add(p(X)) then safe-add(inc-4) 
(4-1) if safe-add(q(X, Y)) and not r(Y,X) then safe-add(p(X)) 
(4-2) if safe-del(r(Y, X)) and q(X, Y) then safe-add(p(X)) 

3.9.4 Propagation Rule Management 

The base of propagation rules has to be updated when a constraint or a generated predicate is added or 
deleted. The algorithms to maintain this base reflect the definition given in the previous section: if an 
initial propagation rule is added (resp. deleted), then other propagation rules are added (resp. deleted) 
in a top-down fashion. 

The main difficulty is to take care of the propagation rules subsumed by other propagation rules. Upon 
additions, previously existing propagation rules subsumed by the new ones need to be removed (minimality 
of the propagation rule base). Upon deletions, propagation rules not included in the base because they 
were subsumed by previously existing rules, may need to be added (completeness of the propagation rule 
base) 4 . 

Additions 

The addition process is triggered by the insertion of one initial propagation rule. Its body update is then 
passed as an argument to the addition procedure given below. This addition procedure takes a propagation 
literal as input: 

1.	 The argument is of the form safe-del(L). If there is already a propagation rule whose head update 
subsumes safe-del(L), then do nothing. Otherwise: 

(a) remove the propagation rules whose head updates are subsumed by safe-del(L)j 

(b) insert the propagation rule: 

4 EKS-VI never performs a subsumption test on user rules. The user is fully responsible for his rules. On the other hand 
the system is responsible for the efficiency of update propagation. Therefore a subsumption test is performed for propagation 
rules. 



if del(L)	 and not new(L) then safe-del(L) 

(c) call recursively the addition procedure with del(L) as argument. 

2.	 The argument is of the form type_prop(L), where type_prop is either safe-add or del. Then, for 
each Datalogneg rule R: H <- Body such that Hand L are unifiable (mgu 0-), and for each literal 
L' in Body, do: 

(a)	 if there is already a propagation rule for the same Datalogneg rule R and the same body literal 
L' whose head update subsumes type_pro p(Ho-) , do nothing; 

(b) otherwise: 

1.	 remove the propagation rules whose head update are subsumed by type_prop(Ho-); 

ii. generate a propagation rule according to the rules given in section 3.9.2; 

111.	 insert this propagation rule; 

IV.	 call recursively the addition procedure with the body update of this propagation rule as 
argument. 

The subsumption test is not performed on whole propagation rules, but on their head updates; as two 
propagation rules are compared only if they correspond to the same Datalogneg rule and to the same 
body literal, and as only variables appearing in their head may be bound, testing whether their heads 
subsume each other is sufficient. 

Deletions 

The deletion process is triggered by the deletion of one initial propagation rule. Then, the deletion process 
proceeds in two phases: first, all propagation rules which are connected to the deleted initial propagation 
rule are removed; second, all the propagation rules which were previously subsumed and thus not present 
in the database are added. The second phase starts from the propagation literals affected by the first 
phase (they are collected in a list -initially empty-, called remember-list). 

The first stage is implemented by calling a deletion procedure with the body update of the removed initial 
propagation rule as argument. This procedure takes in general a propagation update as argument and 
proceeds as follows: 

For each existing propagation rule whose head update subsumes the argument of the procedure 
do: 

1.	 remove this propagation rule; 

2.	 add its body update to remember-list; 

3. call recursively the deletion procedure with this body update as argument; 

The second stage proceeds as follows. For each update literal type_prop(L) in remember-list, whenever it 
unifies with the body update of a propagation rule still in the base (mgu 0-), call the addition procedure 
defined above with type_prop(Lo-) as argument. 

3.9.5 Activation 

The activation of propagation rules in a database context raises two kinds of questions. First, these rules 
must be optimized and compiled into efficient data manipulation plans. Second, at run-time, these plans 
must be activated and their activation must be coordinated. The propagation rules are rewritten in such 
a way that the top-down activation of the rewritten rules simulates the bottom-up activation of the initial 
propagation rules. Our generic propagation rule: 

if Body-update and state(Side) then Head-update 
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is rewritten as: 
Body-update < - state(Sidc) and Head-update 

Implementation wise, new (internal) predicates are introduced to code propagation literals. For instance, 
safe-add(pred(X, Y» may become sa-pred(X, Y), and the propagation of explicit additions on pred is 
triggered by issuing a query on sa-pred. 

Some changes had to be done to the rule optimizing compiler and to the query evaluator for supporting 
propagation rules. They concerned (1) the evaluation of (sub)queries over the old state, (2) the systematic 
selection of Head-update as the last literal from rewritten propagation rules, (3) the unfolding of some 
rewritten propagation rules, to handle non-locally range-restricted rules and (4) some side-effects (strictly 
controlled by the system), e.g. for updating generated predicates. 

Coordination 

Propagation rules represent a uniform framework for integrity checking and for generated predicates 
handling. But the coordination of their execution must comply with different requirements: 

1.	 the violation of only one integrity constraint is sufficient for a transaction to be invalid; as soon as 
such a violation is detected, the remaining propagation rules do not need to be activated; 

2.	 to be complete, the maintenance of generated predicates must activate all possible propagation rules. 

As a consequence, the strategy used to coordinate the activation of propagation rules must be chosen with 
care. EKS-VI stops as soon as one integrity constraint is violated by an update while for the maintenance 
of generated predicates the process of update propagation is saturated (see also next chapter). 

3.10 Files for Rule and Constraint Management 

The following files contain the implementation of schema transactions: 

•	 Transactions handling for schema transactions: 

update_expr_transac.pl
 
update_expr_update.pl
 
update_storage.pl
 

•	 Rewriting of user expressions: 

update_or_transform.pl
 
update_transform.pl
 
update_std_check.pl
 

•	 Update of the rule scheme: 

• Maintenance of the propagation rule base: 
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Chapter 4 

Updating Data and Propagating 
Updates 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the primitives offered by EKS-VI to update the extensional database. It also 
outlines the design decisions made in EKS-VI to check whether these updates violate any constraint, and 
to maintain the extensions of generated predicates. 

For the definition of the extensional database (base relations) EKS-VI does not offer special primitives. 
The primitives offered by MegaLog (the underlying programming environment) are used (see also [HBD89] 
for more details). In general a base relation is declared by giving its name, its attributes and their types, 
e.g. employee <=> [integer(id, 4,' +'), atom(name, 20,' -'), integer(salary, 4,' -')]. 

4.2 Basic Updates 

In the following, we denote by fact update an update on a base relation. The primitives for fact updates 
offered by EKS-VI are as follows: 

1.	 ins Literal 

2.	 rem Literal 

3. rem_all Literal 

where Literal is a literal built from a base predicate. 

1.	 ins inserts the tuple specified by the arguments of Literal into the base relation Rei where Rei is 
specified by the functor of the literal. Literal is required to be ground (i.e. every argument of Literal 
has to be instantiated). This update normally succeeds and is not backtrackable. 

2.	 rem removes one tuple matching Literal (if there is one) from a base relation. rem succeeds through 
backtracking as many times as there are matching tuples to remove. It fails otherwise. The variables 
in Literal get the bindings of the tuple that is removed. 

3.	 rem_all removes all tuples matching Literal from the base relation. This update always succeeds 
and is not backtrackable. The variables in Literal remain uninstantiated. 

See [VBKL90] for further details. 
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4.2.1 Fact Transactions 

EKS-VI distinguishes between fact transactions and schema transactions (see previous chapter). In this 
section we discuss fact transactions. 

MEGALOG (see [HBD89]) provides a transaction concept associated with a recovery mechanism and a 
control of concurrent access. From the point of view of one (MEGALOG) user, a transaction consists in 
the execution of (a) Prolog programs potentially containing retrieval and update statements; the starting 
point and the ending point of the transaction are explicitly given by the (MEGALOG) user. From the 
system point of view, the transaction is a sequence of retrieval and update statements being performed 
by one user between the beginning and the end of his/her transacti~n. 

The recovery mechanism ensures that the state of the database before the start of the transaction is 
restored if the transaction does not commit. The updates performed during a transaction becomes 
persistent and visible to other users only when the transaction commits. Recovery occurs either if the 
(user) transaction (Prolog) program fails or if a system failure during the execution of the transaction. 
The control of concurrent access allows several users to manipulate the same database concurrently while 
being isolated from each other. 

EKS-VI extends the MEGALOG transaction concept as follows: 

•	 A transaction may commit only if no integrity constraint is violated by the updates performed during 
the transaction; during the transaction, the database need not be consistent with the constraints; 
if a constraint is violated, then the transaction is aborted and the database is restored to the state 
prior to the start of the transaction. 

•	 Materialized predicates are updated at the end of a transaction; during the transaction, the exten
sions of materialized predicates may differ from the set of facts derivable from the database for this 
predicate. 

4.2.2 Syntax and Semantics of Transactions in EKS-VI 

A transaction can be started and ended using the following primitives: 

•	 iniLfacLtransaction to start a transaction. 

•	 commiLfacLtransaction or aborLfacLtransaction to end a transaction. 

These primitives can be included in a Prolog program or be issued as top-level goals. Between the start 
and the end of a transaction, any number of top-level Prolog goals may be issued. 

A transaction can also be specified by calling the meta-level predicate facUransaction(Goal). The 
meta-level primitive facUransaction first calls iniLfacLtransaction, then executes Goal. If Goal fails, 
facUransaction calls aborLfacUransaction and fails. If Goal succeeds, facUransaction calls commiLfact
_transaction and succeeds if and only if commit-facLtransaction succeeds, otherwise the transaction is 
aborted. Hence, the goal facUransaction(Goal) succeeds and the transaction commits if and only if both 
Goal and integrity checking succeed. 

The primitive iniLfacLtransaction succeeds if and only if a database is open and no fact or schema 
transaction is started. 

The primitive commiLfacUransaction succeeds if integrity checking succeeds. If integrity checking suc
ceeds, the updates performed to the database by Goal are made permanent and become visible to other 
users. If it fails, the primitive aborLfacUransaction is invoked. 

The primitive aborLfacUransaction aborts the transaction. The database is restored to its state prior to 
the transaction. 

A fact transaction is explicitly speficied if the above primitives are used. 



However, a fact transaction can also be hnplicitly specified whenever an update statement does not 
appear within a fact transaction. In this case, the update statement update is equivalent to the statement 
fact_transaction(update). 

Fact transactions in EKS-VI can contain arbitrarily many queries and/or fact updates. Backtracking into 
a transaction which has already committed is not possible. Fact transactions are neither allowed to be 
nested with each other nor with schema transactions. 

4.3 Transaction Handling in EKS-VI 

The handling of EKS-VI transactions partially relies on the MEGALOG transaction facility. From the 
(EKS-VI) user point of view, a transaction consists in the execution of a sequence of goals where goals 
can be Prolog programs, fact updates or EKS-queries (see manual). The starting and ending point 
of the transaction is explicitly specified by the user. The queries and fact updates included in a fact 
transaction are supported by EKS-VI in particular by issuing lower-levels retrieval and update statements 
to MEGALOG. Hence, from the MEGALOG point of view, the execution of an EKS-VI transaction is 
seen as the execution of a (MEGALOG) user procedure. 

Materialized view handling and integrity checking are supported as follows. If the EKS-VI user procedure 
fails, the MEGALOG transaction fails. If it succeeds, EKS-VI updates materialized predicates and checks 
integrity. If integrity checking succeeds, both the EKS-VI transaction and the MEGALOG transaction 
succeed and the transaction commits. If it fails, both the EKS-VI and the MEGALOG transactions fail 
and recovery occurs. 

To summarize, the processing an EKS-VI transaction can be divided into two parts: 

•	 The execution of the transaction goal(s), in particular the execution of the fact updates and the 
queries stated within the transaction. 

•	 The propagation of updates at the end of a transaction. 

The execution of the transaction goal(s) can be further subdivided into: 

•	 Calls to the storage manager which actually perform the update of the base relations. 

• Calls to EKS-internal modules to keep track of the updates. 

• Calls to the query evaluator to evaluate the queries. 

We now discuss with more details how EKS-VI keeps track of updates and how update propagation is 
performed. 

4.3.1 Keeping track of updates 

Regarding updates to base relations an optimistic approach was chosen: updates are actually performed 
on the base relations when they are encountered, and potentially undone later if needed. The reasoning 
behind this is that a transaction together with the sequence of updates usually succeeds and therefore 
we want the database to reflect the updated i.e. new state. Clearly an optimistic approach implies more 
work to be done in case the database has to be restored. 

Each update statement encountered during a transaction is given a unique update identifier. 

The additions and deletions of facts into or from base relations are kept in so-called plus-/minus-relations. 
There actually exists one plus-relation (resp. minu.s-relation) for each base relation into (resp. from) which 
tuples have been added (resp. deleted). These plus-/minus-relations have the same types as the updated 
relation plus an additional attribute for the update identifier. Thus the plus-/minus-relations exactly 
reflect the sequence of updates performed on the extensional database: if the Same fact is repeatedly 
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added and deleted, then it will appear several times (with different update identifiers) in the plus-/minus
relations. 

In addition, (PROLOG) dynamic facts store which relations were updated. Also, the sequence of which 
update is performed on which relations is kept in a global variable. 

Keeping track of updates by EKS-VI is necessary only for the propa.gation of base updates and to support 
the sophisticated updates offered by EKS-VI: an exact knowledge of the sequence of updates performed 
is necessary to support the sophisticated update primitives; the update propagation facility needs only 
to be given as input the net effect of a transaction. The net effect of a transaction consists in a set of 
effective additions and effective deletions the effective: a fact is effectively added (resp. deleted) if it was 
not (reps. is no more) in the database before (resp. after) the transaction. 

The maintenance of these plus-/minus-relations represent a certain overhead. It should be possible to 
reduce this overhead if the underlying data management layers provided sufficient primitives. 

4.3.2 The Propagation of Updates in EKS-VI 

At the end of a transaction integrity has to be checked and materialized views have to be updated. Both 
tasks are fulfilled by activating the propagation rules (see the previous chapter for the definition and 
maintenance of propagation rules). This process takes the (effective) updates as input and propagates 
them forward towards integrity constraints and generated predicates using the propagation rules. 

The activation of the propagation rules is performed simply by asking a set of queries taking as input 
the simplified plus-/minus-relations. (The propagation rules were already generated and compiled when 
integrity constraints were defined or generated predicates were declared.) 

As the plus-/minus-relations exactly reflect the sequence of the updates performed on base relations, these 
relations are simplified to represent only effective updates. Simplification of the plus-/minus-relations 
means that updates which were not effective (e.g. insertion and then deletion of the same tuple) are 
ignored to avoid unnecessary propagation: 

Example of simplification: The fact transaction 

tact_transaction« 
ins (tather(peter. tom)). 
rem(tather(peter.tom)). 
ins (tather(peter. tom)) 

)	 . 

produces the following tuples for the plus-/minus-relation for father: 

p_tather(1. peter. tom).
 
m_tather(2. peter. tom).
 
p_father(3, peter, tom).
 

At the end of the fact transaction simplification produces the following relation: 

p1_tather(peter. tom). 

Therefore we need distinguish between plus-/minus-relations 

•	 before simplification: 
The relations contain all ground tuples which were inserted/deleted during a fact-transaction plus 
an update-identifier for each tuple. The name of the rela.tions is a concatenation of p_/m. and the 
relation name. 
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•	 after simplification: 
The relations contain the effective updates of a fact-transaction. They do not have an update
identifier. The name of the relations is a concatenation of pL/mL and the relation name. 

Strictly speaking, update propagation is a bottom-up process; this bottom-up process is simulated by a 
top-down evaluation: queries are asked over propa.gation literals taking updates as input. This is discussed 
in the previous chapter. 

While propagation towards integrity constraints can stop as soon as one inconsistency is found, propa.
gation towards generated predicates has to be saturated to update the materialized relations completely. 
We decided to have two propagation phases: in the first phase upqates are propagated towards gener
ated predicates, in the second phase towards integrity constraints. An advantage of propagating first 
towards generated predicates is that generated predicates used during the propagation towards integrity 
constraints are already fully updated and we can simply refer to the updated materialized relation instead 
of using the rules to evaluate a generated predicate in the current (i.e. new) state. A disadvantage is of 
course that we might have to undo the changes over generated predicates in case integrity checking fails. 
Both phases could be combined to avoid the disadvantage. 

The base of propagation rules is divided into two parts: one part containing propagation rules for integrity 
constraints, the other part containing propagation rules for generated predicates. The two phases of 
update propagation respectively invoke the relevant propagation rules and either saturate the process or 
test for one inconsistency. If both phases were combined, there should exist a unique propagation rule 
base. 

We recall the steps performed at the end of a transaction in order to propagate updates: 

1.	 Simplify the plus-/minus relations. 

2.	 Propagate updates to materialized views (generated predicates). 

3.	 Propagate updates towards integrity constraints. 

If none of these tasks fails the EKS-vl transaction commits. If one of these tasks fails the EKS-VI trans
action fails. We recall that EKS-VI relies on the MegaLog recovery facility to undo updates performed 
during the transaction. 

4.4 More Sophisticated Update Facilities 

4.4.1 Syntax and Semantics 

EKS-VI extends the basic update primitives (i.e. ins, rem) by two sophisticated update facilities: 

1.	 Hypothetical reasoning. 

2. Conditional updates. 

Hypothetical updates are updates which are performed (assumed) only for the evaluation of a given
 
(Prolog or EKS) goal. The EKS-VI primitive for hypothetical reasoning is "assume U_goal for Goaf'.
 
The updates to be assumed are specified in U_goal while Goal is the goal which is evaluated with the
 
assumed updates.
 

Conditional updates are updates which are made permanent if and only if a given condition is fulfilled
 
before (pre-condition) or after (post-condition) these updates.
 
A pre-condition can be trivially specified in a Prolog environment: The goal which is called BEFORE the
 
goal which specifies a set of updates can be regarded as the pre-condition of the set of updates.
 
A post-condition can be specified in EKS-VI by the construct "update U_goal iLnew Goal' which means
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that the set of updates specified in U_goal will be made permanent only if Goal succeeds on the updated 
database. 

Both primitives can be called within a fact transaction. They can also define a fact transaction of their 
own. They can be arbitrary nested, i.e. U_goal and Goal can be calls to arbitrary Prolog programs which 
may contain further EKS query and update primitives or Prolog goals (see (VBKL90] for more details). 

Semantics of conditional updates: update U..goal if-new Goal 

•	 update.. if_new .. fails if and only if either U_goalor Goal fails. 

•	 In case of failure, the database remains in the same state as when the update statement was entered, 
i.e. all the updates resulting from the execution of U_goal and in Goal are undone. 

•	 In case of success, all the updates resulting from U_goal and in Goal remain visible. 

Semantics of hypothetical reasoning: assume U_goal for Goal 

•	 Updates resulting from the execution of U_goal are visible only during the execution of Goal. They 
are undone afterwards. 

•	 In case of a success for Goal the updates resulting from U-90al are undone, and only those updates 
performed in Goal (if any updates were performed here) remain visible. 

•	 In case of a failure for Goal all updates performed in U_goal and Goal are undone. 

4.4.2 Implementation 

The idea behind the implementation of the sophisticated update facilities is the following:
 
A global variable will store the sequence of base updates in the order they were stated. This global
 
variable will also store a unique update identifier for each update statement. The plus-minus relations
 
are also used in this context.
 

For a better understanding of the implementation of sophisticated updates we recall the steps performed 
for simple updates. As an example, the update primitive ins: 

1.	 Inserts the ground tuple into the base relation. 

2.	 Gets a new identifier for the update. 

3.	 Determines the plus-relation for the base relation and inserts the tuple together with the update 
identifier (before the first tuple is inserted, the relation has to be created). 

4.	 Adds the update to the list of base updates using the global variable. 

Similar steps are performed for the update primitive rem. 

Having this in mind it is straight-forward to understand the steps performed for a conditional update 
"update U-.goal if_new Goal": 

1.	 Get a new update identifier Id. 

2.	 Call U_goal: If the call to U_goal fails, updates performed after Id are undone and the procedure 
fails as well. 

3.	 Call Goal. 

4.	 In case Goal succeeds, the updates are kept and integrity is checked; in case Goal fails, the updates 
performed after Id are undone and the procedure fails as well. 
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The following steps are performed for hypothetical reasoning: "assume U_goal for Goaf' 

1.	 Get a new update identifier Idl. 

2.	 Call U_goal: If the call to U_goal fails, updates performed after Idl are undone and the procedure 
fails as well. 

3.	 Get a new update identifier Id2. 

4.	 Call Goal: If the goal Goal succeeds the updates performed between Idl and Id2 are undone and 
the procedure succeeds. If the goal Goal fails the updates performed after Idl are undone and the 
procedure fails. 

4.4.3 Undo Operations for Sophisticated Updates 

The semantics of the undo operation is usually straightforward. The updates are undone l in the reverse 
order in which they were performed. 

In order to undo updates the global variable with the list of base updates and the plus-/minus-relations 
are needed. The update and the corresponding update identifier are 

•	 removed from the list of base updates, 

•	 inserted/deleted into the base relation and 

•	 deleted from the plus-/minus-relations. 

To undo a sequence of updates this procedure is iterated on the list of base updates. 

In some border cases, when using the assume primitive, the semantics can become trickier to follow 
(see below). These cases are however exceptional and do not correspond to the cases where the assume 
primitive is most useful. Hence, these border cases should be considered as a by-product of the generality 
of the hypothetical reasoning facility. 

Consider the following example 1: 

prog1 '- ins pea). 
prog2 '- ins pea). 

1- assume prog1 for prog2. 

Suppose that the database did not contain pray before the invocation of the assume goal. It follows that the 
insertion performed in progl is effective, but then the insertion performed in prog2 is not effective. After 
the execution of the call to assume, the (effective) updates performed in progl are undone, accordingly to 
the semantics of the assume primitive. Hence, pray is removed from the database. As consequence, the 
resulting database does not contain praY. In the designers' mind, the natural use of the assume primitive, 
is to assume some changes (performed in Ass_goan and to perform some computations on the resulting 
database (in Goan. Further, the user may want to store the result of these computations into some other 
relations (again in Goan. However, in our mind, inserting and removing the same facts both in Ass-goal 
and in Goal represent a limit case, the utility of which the designers do not see. 

As a further example to illustrate the undo operation for sophisticated update primitives consider example 
2: 

q	 :- assume (ins pea), ins pCb)) for ( rem pea)), fail. 

1- update(q). 

1 The undo for the update ins Lit (resp. of rem Lit) is rem Lit (rcsp. ins Lit). 
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•	 liLj is a base literal. In this case, the code produced by the EKS- VI compiler will simply indicate 
that the corresponding join/difference with liLj has to take its old state into account. 

•	 liLj is a virtual literal. In this case, the evaluation has to understand that the whole evaluation of 
liLj has to be performed over the ld state. In other words, for any base predicate consulted during 
the evaluation of liLJ, its old state must be considered. In this case the old specification acts more 
as a context for a whole evaluation subtree. 

In EKS-VI, this context information is s pported by the Data-Flow Graph (DFG: see the documentation 
on the evaluator). 
Whenever a propagation rule specifies th t a virtual predicate has tQ be evaluated over the old state, then 
the evaluator will set to old a flag in the orl'esponding node. The value of this flag is then inherited by 
all the descendants of the node in the D G. 

4.5.3 Simulating Evaluation i the Old State 

In a first implementation of EKS-VI evalu tion in the old state was simulated. In the current implementa

tion we are able to explicitly refer the the ld state (the state prior to the transaction) using old(Relation)
 
instead of Relation in the calls to the sto age manager. This is permitted by the shadow page facility
 
implemented within the BANG layer: this acility keeps systematically the two versions of the file (before
 
and during the transaction) until the trans etion commits.
 

This section gives an idea how evaluation i the old state was simulated.
 
Concerning the old-state evaluation for fact pdates we had to keep in mind the special evaluation-strategy
 
ofEKS-VI:
 

There is never a join between two (po sibly updated) base relations. 
Join and difference operations within KS- Vi always use a temporary relation t (the subquery 
relation or an intermediate temporary elation) together with a (possibly updated) base relation 
p.	 Therefore only updates on p have t be taken into account. 

The second important assumption is the fall wing: If +p and -p denote the buffers (i.e. the plus-/minus
relations) containing the tuples respectively added to and removed from p, then +p and -p are disjoint 
(after simplification). 

It follows that the join and difference of t wi hold p can be implemented as follows: 

•	 Join: 

1.	 Join t and -p.
 
This takes into account the tuples emoved from p.
 

2.	 Join t and p, 
while checking that the matching t pIes of p are not present in +p (i.e. had not been inserted 
during the transaction). 

•	 Difference: 

1.	 Compute the difference between rela ion t and relation p and check that the matching t-tuple2 

is not existing in relation -po 

2.	 Join relation t and relation +p. T lis join is necessary to consider the tuples which were 
neglected in the difference-operation (of 1.) because they have been added to the database. 
They were not existing in the old sta e and should be taken. 

2For the difference we have to check the t-tuple bec se we want to get those tuples out of the operation which are in 
relation t and were not in the old relation p 
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4.5.4 Evaluation Aspects 

The query evaluator of EKS-VI takes several inputs into account to derive in which state of the database 
the operations have to be performed. 

1.	 Switching the old/new environment when processing virtual predicates: 
The state in which a virtual predicate is to be evaluated is indicated by a flag in the associated 
compiled code. If this flag is old, the evaluator sets a similar flag to old in the node corresponding 
to the virtual predicate. This flag is then inherited by all the descendants of this node. By default, 
the evaluation state is new. 

2.	 Selecting the right operations when processing (join/diff) the base predicates: 
If the old/new environment is set to old or if the compiled code for the base predicate indicates 
that the base predicate has to be evaluated in the old state, THEN the evaluator looks whether the 
corresponding base relation has been updated. If yes, EKS-VI refers to the old state of the relation 
used in the current operation. 

4.6 Files for the Fact Update Handler 

The files which contain the code for 

•	 fact updates, transactions and sophisticated updates are: 

update_fact_update.pl
 
update_fact_transac.pl
 
update_ic_check.pl
 

•	 old state evaluation are: 

eval_main.pl
 
eval_oper.pl
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Chapter 5 

The Optimizing Rule C'ompiler 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss the optimizing rule compiler implemented in EKS-VI. The role of this opti
mizing compiler is to produce, starting either from the Datalogneg rules produced by the rewriting module 
(see previous chapter) or from propagation rules, optimized sequences of data manipulation operators. 
These sequences of operators are then activated by the query evaluator to answer queries (see following 
chapter). 

The computational model of EKS-Vl is based on the QSQ framework. We assume a familiarity with this 
paradigm as provided, for instance, in [LV90p. 

This computational model is based on the following ideas: 

1.	 Answers are returned to the top and intermediate queries by activating rules in backward chaining. 

2.	 Data is manipulated in a set-oriented manner both during the execution of a rule and when passing 
sets of subqueries and answers from a rule to another one. 

3.	 The execution of a rule is optimized by selecting an appropriate order for its body literals. This 
order is likely to differ for different types of queries on its head (e.g. r(a, Y) and r(X, b)). 

4.	 Completeness and termination in the recursive case are obtained by answering a (virtual) subquery 
only once and returning its answers to all its occurrences. 

In this framework, and for a given predicate pred, the task of the compiler is to produce (optimized) 
sequences of operators, whose execution implements the set-oriented evaluation of the rules as described 
above. To achieve this, the compiler (optimizer) potentially produces such a sequence of operators for each 
rule defining pred and for each instantiation pattern of pred. There is one such sequence for each pattern, 
as the order of evaluation potentially differs from one pattern to the other. However, as discussed in 
chapters 2 and 3, not all patterns are admissible: no compiled code will be associated with non-admissible 
patterns. 

In order to avoid combinatorial explosion (there potentially are 2n patterns for an n-ary predicate), the 
compiler works on demand. The rules defining pred are compiled for a given pattern only when this is 
explicitly requested: 

•	 The compilation of a predicate for a given pattern can be explicitly requested by the user (primitive 
eks-compile/2) . 

•	 The user can also ask for the compilation ofa predicate for all its patterns (primitive eks_compile/1), 

1 The compiler of EKS-VI is a follow-up to that of DedG in'". Extensions include recursive compilation, pafs, negation, 
aggregates and external predicates. 
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•	 The compilation is activated when a query built along (pred, pattern) is issued to the system. 

•	 Finally, the compilation of (pred, pattern) may recursively trigger the compilation of the predicates 
appearing in the body of the rules defining pred. In this case, the body predicates are compiled for 
the instantiation pattern as needed in the rule in which they appear. 

In general, a predicate pred may not be compilable for all its patterns (a pattern is admissible if the rules 
defining pred are compilable for this pattern). To implement this, the EKS-VI optimizing compiler has 
a recursive structure: when compiling a given (pred, pattern), it may call itself recursively for a body 
literal, i.e. with input (body-predicate, body-pattern). This compiler is organized into an optimizer and a 
code generator as follows: 

•	 The optimizer takes one rule and a pattern for the head as input, and tries to find an efficient 
admissible ordering of its body literals. When a virtual literal is encountered, which has not already 
been compiled, then this optimizer may have to recursively call the compiler to check whether its 
pattern is admissible. If this fails, the ordering currently studied is not admissible, and another 
ordering has to be investigated (if any). 

The output of this optimizer is an intermediate data structure called a data flow-sequence. This 
data-flow sequence encodes both the ordering found and a number of meaningful information about 
variables bindings (see next section). 

•	 The code generator has a less complex behavior: it translates the data-flow sequences into sequences 
of operators. 

The following diagram illustrates the functional structure of the compiler. 

input predicate + pattern 

body literal 

intermediate 
data-flow sequences representation 

output sequences ofoperators 

Figure 5.1.1: Structure of the compiler 

Compiled code (Le. sequences of operators) is stored by EKS-VI: when the predicate pred has been 
compiled for a given pattern, the resulting sequences of operators are stored on secondary storage and the 
system remembers that (pred, pattern) has been compiled. As a result, recompilation is avoided when 
this pattern for pred is met again later (recompilation is however needed when the rules defining pred are 
modified). 

This document is structured as follows. Section 2 defines and the ordering strategy. Section 3 discusses 
the code generator. Section 4 presents tail-recursion optimization and section 5 contains a presentation 
of the op data structure used to store the compiled code. 
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5.2 Production of the Data-Flow Sequences 

5.2.1 On Data-Flow Sequences 

Introduction 

We first recall some definitions taken from [LV90]. 

We consider sets of subqueries for a predicate pred which correspond to the same instantiation pattern 
for pred. For instance, the subqueries r(a, Y) and r(b, Y) correspond to the same instantiation pattern for 
r and can be manipulated in a set-oriented manner. . 

We associate an adorned literafl to a set of subqueries of same instantiation pattern, i.e. a literal whose 
arguments can also be *arguments (i.e. variable symbols preceded by a "*") in addition to constants and 
free variables (e.g. r(*X, Y)). A *argument indicates a bound argument. The instantiation pattern IP 
of an adorned literal *lit of arity n is a string of length n where the ith character is b (resp. 1) if the 
ith argument of *lit is a constant or a *argument (resp. a free variable). For instance, the respective 
instantiation patterns of r(*X, Y) and r(X, *y) are bl and fb. 

Let: "lito ;- lit1, ... I lit q." be a rule. 

Given a set of subqueries on lito (for a given instantiation pattern IPo), the evaluation of this rule consists 
first in successively consulting its body literals lit}, ... , litq in order to get bindings for the variables in the 
rule and, then, in generating facts for the head lito. 

The order in which the literals lit; are consulted is a priori free and left for optimization (see section 
5.2.4). We suppose that the order chosen by the compiler/optimizer is lit!> .. litq (if it is not the case, we 
can always re-index the literals from 1 to q in the order of evaluation). 

Essentially, "consulting" the literal litj consists in finding those facts for lit; that match the bindings 
currently known for the variables in the body of the rule. This "consultation" takes the form of a look-up 
implemented as a join or as a selection when lit; corresponds to a base relation. When lit; corresponds to 
a virtual relation, the corresponding facts must be derived using rules and the consultation of lit; requires 
a recursive invocation of rules. 

Input/Enviroument Argumeuts 

The variable X has received bindings before the consultation of lit; if: i) X appears in the head lito and 
X has received bindings from the set of subqueries - i.e. an occurrence of X corresponds to a 'b' in IPo 

(this is the so-called top-down propagation of constants); ii) or if X appears in a literal litj which has 
been consulted before lit; (i.e. ofj<i) (this has also be called "side-way information passing"). 

Amongst the bindings that are known before the evaluation of lit;, some need to be kept and some can 
be discarded because they are not needed afterwards. The binding for the variable X must be kept if: i) 
X appears in lit; - X is then called an input argument of litj; ii) or X does not appear in lit; but appears 
either in the head (its bindings must be returned after the evaluation of the rule is completed) or in a 
literal litk (k>i) that will be consulted after lit; (its bindings will be needed -later- for the consultation 
of litk) - X is then called an environment argument of litj. 

We repl'esent by <INPUT> the tuple of input variables for a given literal. 

Calling Structures 

It is convenient to capture environment and input arguments of liti 111 a so-called calling structure 
CS; =:; <ENVIR>_*liti, where: 

20ur notation is slightly different from the one used in [BR.86]. 
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r(*X, Y)	 r(*X, *y) 

t 
p(*X, U, W) _ <*X, *W>_r(*U, V)_ <*X>_q(*V, *W, Y) 

rex, *y)	 r(*X, *y) 

t 
q(V, w, *y) __ <*W, *Y>_r(U, *V) __ <*Y>_p(X, *U, *W) 

Figure 5.2.1: Data-flow Sequences: an Example 

•	 >l<X is in <ENVIR> if and only if X is an environment argument of lit, (this tuple of environment
 
arguments can be empty; in this case, we do not display it).
 

•	 *lit, is obtained from lit. by replacing any input argument X of lit, by the corresponding >l<argument
 
>l<X.
 

A current tuple for CSi is a tuple <ENVIR, INPUT> that collects bindings for the environment and 
input arguments of lit•. By a slight abuse of language, we will use environment/input arguments both for 
the *arguments and for their bindings. A tuple of input arguments is also called a query tuple. 

Data-Flow Sequences 

Once the order of evaluation has been chosen for a given instantiation pattern [Po, the calling structure 
associated with each body literal can be readily determined. It is then convenient to capture the informa
tion associated with the evaluation of a rule in a so-called Data-Flow Sequence defined as followed (and 
displayed in figure 5.2.2): 

1.	 The head *lito is obtained from lito by replacing X by *x whenever an occurrence of X in lito
 
corresponds to a b in IPo •
 

2.	 The target list Target is obtained from lito by replacing all variables X by *X in lito. 

3.	 The data-flow sequence is then obtained by drawing edges from *lito to eSb from CS. to eS'+l
 
(i<q) and from CSq to Target.
 

Example 1 Let us consider the following rule (p and q being base relations): 
r(X, Y) :- p(X, U, W), r(U, V), q(V, W, Y). 

For queries on r of instantiation pattern bf (e.g. r(a,X)) a sensible consultation order is p-r-q as, at 
each consultation, bindings are available to restrict the amount of search to be done. In contrast, this 
order would not be suitable for queries like r(X, b), as p would need to be totally consulted; in this case, a 
consultation order like q-r-p is likely to be better. 

The data-flow sequences associated with these instantiation patterns are displayed on figure 5.2.1. 

The purpose of the Data-Flow Sequences is to serve as input, in the second stage, to the production of 
the corresponding data manipulation operators. As we will see in section 5.3, calls to external predicates 
(pafs) and to the test predicates can be included in the action list or in the condition list of the set-oriented 
operations (joins, selections and differences) (see also the section on the interface to BANG). 
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5.2.2 Internal Representation of the Data-Flow Sequences 

EKS-VI represents data-flow sequences as ordered lists (called Goals in the code) of base or virtual literals 
(so-called normal literals) with some information attached to each of them. 

First, to each normal literal lit is attached a list of so-called pafs (Prolog Action Function). This list of 
pafs includes all the external predicates and tests (e.g. <, >=, ... ) (in an admissible order) that can 
be evaluated just after lit is consulted (i.e. enough variables have been bound for them to be called). 
The reason why they are isolated is because calls to them will be included in the list of action functions 
incorporated into the operator consulting lit (see the chapter on storage management). These lists of pafs 
are kept in one list Pafs parallel to the list Goals, the nth list of pafs being callable after the (n + l)th 
normal literal (the first list of pafs after the selection on the head, i.e. right at the beginning). 

Each normal literal or paf in Goals or Pafs is stored as a structured literal as follows. 

•	 It contains a data structure Vars; = vars(Const;, Env" Bound;, Free,) (called PVars; for pafs) 
where: 

Const, contains all the already instantiated variables needed after lit•. It is used to establish 
the schema of current tuples of lit(i+l); 

Env; contains the arguments not in litC'+l)' bound when calling litCi+l) and needed afterwards 
(the environment arguments). It will be used exclusively to check whether it is empty or not 
in order to determine whether a separate current tuples relation is needed or not (see chapter 
on the evaluator). Note that: Env; = Const. - Bound,; 

- Bound; contains the arguments of lit(i+l) instantiated when calling lit(,+l) (with duplicate 
variables - with constants and their format). It is used to establish subquery tuples for litCHl); 

Free; contains the variables of lit(i+l) free when calling lit Ci+l ) (of course with duplicate 
variables - without constants). It is used to establish the answer tuples for litCi+1)' 

•	 As an exception for the tail of the rule, as there is no "litCHi)" , Consti contains ALL the arguments 
of the head corresponding to 'f' in the pattern: not only the variables, but also the constants 
(together with their format). 

•	 For normal literals only, the structured literal also contains the Vars variable structure of the last 
paf before the next normal literal ("PVarsAi"). This PVarsi structure will be used to determine 
the final output of the operation (projection list). 

Hence, to each normal literal corresponds the structure (liti, Vars;, PVarsA.), and to each pafsimply 
(pa/j, PVarsj). Note that the structure PVarsAo, representing the variables after the first list of pafs 
(and before the first normal literal) is kept separately for each rule, as well as the variables instantiated 
in the head of the rule. 

5.2.3 Admissible Ordering and Instantiation Patterns 

As already discussed, literals are selected only if their arguments are sufficiently bound, i.e. their instan
tiation pattern is admissible. For an external predicate (i.e. a predicate defined by a Prolog program), 
admissible instantiation patterns are declared by the user. As an example, the predicate times/3 defined 
by: 

times(X, Y, Z) :- Z is X * Y. 

can only be called with at least its two first arguments instantiated. The less instantiated admissible 
pattern is thus bbf. Before defining an EKS-VI rule using times/3, the user must declare times as a 
paf (declare_paf/i and declare bbf to be an admissible instantiation pattern for times/3 (adm_patt). By 
default, if no admissible instantiation pattern is declared by the user, the pattern bn , where n is the arity 
of the predicate, is considered as the only admissible instantiation pattern. 
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A negated literal is only callable when its variables appearing somewhere else in the rule are instantiated. 

As a consequence, a virtual predicate depending directly or indirectly on an external or negated predicate 
might not be callable for all the instantiation patterns. Hence the optimizer generates only admissible 
orderings: an ordering is admissible if it ensures that all the body literals are invoked with enough 
arguments instantiated (see chapter on the rewriting module). An instantiation pattern for a virtual 
predicate is admissible if the optimizer can find an admissible ordering for each of the rules. 

Ifno admissible ordering can be found, this non-admissible pattern is stored in the data dictionary (relation 
pattern/5) and the compiler fails. Moreover, if this compilation was requested during the compilation of 
another rule, then another ordering of this rule has to be looked for., 

5.2.4 Reordering of the Body Literals 

The goal of the optimizer is to find, for each rule, an order of the body literals which should correspond to 
an efficient evaluation. This is performed by applying a selection function. This selection function is first 
applied to the full list of body literals in order to select a first one, and then recursively to the remaining 
list of body literals. If the chosen literal corresponds to a virtual predicate p with an instantiation pattern 
patt, several cases may occurr. 

1.	 The pair (p, patt) was already compiled successfully. The optimizer can proceed further. 

2.	 (patt) is known to be non-admissible for p. The current order being chosen is non-admissible and 
the optimizer must backtrack on previous choices. 

3.	 Nothing is known about (p, patt). The compiler is called recursively. If it succeeds (resp. fails), then 
the optimizer proceeds further (resp. backtracks). 

Once the final ordering is obtained the estimated cost for the evaluation of the body is also generated. 
This cost will serve as input for ordering rules in which this predicate may occur. 

The selection function used for selecting literals is based on a cost model. The model is as yet not very 
sophisticated (no histograms, no functional dependencies, ... ) but has proved to be sufficient for our 
experimental applications. This model relies on the general notion of size associated to predicates. For 
a base predicate, the size is that of the corresponding base relation. For a virtual predicate, the size is 
computed by calling the compiler recursively. Finally, the cost of a given adorned body literal is computed 
from the size of the corresponding predicate moderated by its instantiation pattern. In practice, the size 
of a virtual predicate is obtained by combining the costs associated with each of the different rules defining 
it: the optimizer is applied to each rule; the ordering of a given body is associated a cost; the virtual size 
results from a combination of these costs and is then stored into the statistic relation. 

The optimizer has the following features: 

1.	 Cost model 
Whenever some size information about the relation already exists in the relation statistic, it is used. 
If there is none, 

(a)	 without extended optimizer: 
The sizes of the base relations are used, the virtual relations are assumed to be of a fixed 
default size (this works well for recUl'sion). 

(b)	 with extended optimizer: 
The sizes of the virtual relations are computed and then kept in the statistic relation. 

The user might however want to declare directly to the system the size of a predicate: he/she may 
know the final size of a base predicate which has not reached its permanent state by the time of the 
compilation, or know the exact size of a virtual predicate. In such cases, the user can insert a tuple 
in the statistic relation. 



2.	 Selection function
 
Two modes are provided.
 

(a)	 Local hill climbing: the locally cheapest literal is selected next, if possible. If it appears that 
the choice leads to a non-admissible ordering, the next cheapest one is selected. 

(b)	 The left to right strategy: the literals are selected in a left to right order, not taking any size 
value into account.
 

This feature might be useful when the user wants to force the order of evaluation for a given
 
rule body (it can happen that the user has some information not available to the optimizer).
 

3.	 Search strategies
 
Two possible strategies can be selected.
 

(a)	 By default, the ordering selected is the first obtained by applying the selection function recur
sively on the whole body. This returns a cost associated with this ordering; this information 
is stored. 

(b)	 The exhaustive strategy. By backtracking, all orderings are obtained this way and finally the 
one corresponding to the cheapest cost is retained.
 
Note that this way of performing explores an exponential number of possibilities (in fact n! if
 
n is the number of body literals). Therefore, even if the exhaustive search strategy is activated,
 
it will be applied only on rules which have at most five literals in their body.
 

All these features can be switched on/off separately. The commands are: 

do_optimize I no_optimize 
do_left_to_right I no_left_to_right 
do_exhaustive I no_exhaustive 

The current status can be queried by optim..status. 

By default all extended features are switched off (default), i.e. virtual relations are assumed to be of a 
fixed size, the selection function is local hill climbing and no exhaustive search is performed. 

Another version of the compiler is also available, which is historically the old version. In this old compiler, 
the optimizer relies OD a choice function which incrementally chooses the next literal with the following 
priorities: 

1.	 a literal corresponding to a sufficiently instantiated test predicate, paf or negated literal; 

2.	 else the first base literal with some variables instantiated (at least one); 

3. else the first partially instantiated virtual literal; 

4.	 else a non-instantiated base literal; 

5. finally a non-instantiated virtual literal. 

The old optimizer can be loaded by the command do_old-camp, and the "new" version is re-activated by 
do_new_comp. 

5.3 Code Generator 

5.3.1 Mapping the Data-Flow Sequences onto Operators 

Sequences of Operators 

From a given data-flow sequence, a sequence of operators is obtained by: 
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1.	 associating an operator to each edge of the data-flow sequence; 

2.	 linking these operators in the same order as their corresponding edges in the data-flow sequence. 

This sequence of operators is said to be associated with (p, IP), where the p is the predicate of the head 
of the rule, and IP the current instantiation pattern. 

Intermediate Sets of Data 

The operators appearing in a sequence of operators can manipulate the following sets of data: base 
relations, sets of current tuples (stored in a current tuples relation), sets of query tuples (stored in a 
subquery relation), sets of answer tuples (stored in an answer relation). To an adorned literal corresponds 
a current tuples relation, a subquery relation and an answer relation. Note however that each of them 
may correspond to several occurrences of the same adorned literals in the program. See the chapter on 
the evaluator for more details. 

Basic Operators 

The exact nature of the operator associated with an edge of a data-flow sequence depends on the nature 
of the initial and final nodes of this edge. It is convenient to specify this operator by specifying separately 
its production part, which generates intermediate tuples by selection, join or difference, and its treatment 
part, which specifies what is to be done with those intermediate tuples. 

The PRODUCTION PART of the operator associated with an edge exclusively depends on the initial node 
of this edge: 

1.	 The initial node of the edge is the head ("'lito) of the data-flow sequence: the production part is a 
selection which selects, from a set of query tuples for "'lito, those tuples that match "'lito. 

This selection is void whenever lito contains neither constants nor repeated occurrences of variables 
(in this case, all query tuples match lito). When this happens, we do not represent this selection 
operator. 

2.	 The initial node of the edge is a (body) calling structure CS, (i=1..q): the production part is a join 
between current tuples for CS, and tuples for lit,. 

Tuples for lit, come either from a base table or from a set of answer tuples, depending on the nature 
of lit,. A current tuple for CS, and a tuple for lit, match with each other if they agree on the input 
arguments of "'lit,. 

The TREATMENT PART of the operator associated with an edge exclusively depends on the final node of 
this edge: 

1.	 The final node is a calling structure CS.+l built on a base predicate: tuples generated by the 
production phase are projected onto current tuples for CSi+l. 

This projection essentially discards those bindings that are not needed any more (for CS,+! or later 
- cf the definition of environment arguments). 

2.	 The final node is a calling structure CSi+l built on a virtual predicate: tuples generated by the 
production phase undergo two different projections. 

The first projection produces current tuples for CSi+l. Unlike for the base case, these tuples need 
to be kept and are thus inserted into the corresponding current tuple relation. 

The second projection produces query tuples for "'litHl by projecting tuples generated by the pro
duction phase on the input arguments of "'liti+!. These query tuples are inserted in the corresponding 
query relation. 

In addition, non-admissible query tuples (and the corresponding current tuples) are detected. 



3.	 The final node is the target list of the data-flow sequence: tuples generated by the production 
phase are projected onto *arguments of Target and the resulting answer tuples are inserted in the 
corresponding answer relation. 

In addition, the prod uctiOD part is a generalized difference in the case of negation. 

Further, the treatment part is generalized into a sequence of action functions. This sequence is essentially 
a list of thepafs to be evaluated after litj, terminated by the treatment function discussed above. 

Answer-Reuse Operators 

In addition to the above operations, a so-called answer-reuse operator is associated with each virtual 
literal. The role of this operator is discussed in the chapter on the evaluator. 

Essentially, this operator is a double join operator which implements the join of the new non-admissible 
current tuples with the old answers and the join of the new answers with all non-admissible current tuples. 

Operator Sequence on an Exaxnple 

We describe here the sequence of operators for the example 1 with instantiation pattern bffor r. The first 
selection operation on the subqueries for r is void and can be skipped. We have the following operators: 

•	 OPl joins query tuples for r (subq_r(X)) and tuples p(X, U, W) of the base relation p, generates 
query tuples subq_r(U) and current tuples currJ _l(X, W, U) for r and detects non-admissible tuples. 

•	 OP2 joins the current tuples currJ_1(X, W, U) for r and answer tuples r(U, V) for r and generates 
current tuples curr_q...2(*X, *V, *W) for q. This operation includes a delta mechanism. 

•	 OP3 joins a set of current tuples curr_q_2(*X, *V, *W) for q with tuples q(V, W, Y) of the base 
relation q, and generates answer tuples r(X, Y) for r. 

These operators can be represented as follows: 

OP1: subq_r(X)!X1 p(X, U, W) subq...r(U) 
curr...r_1(X, W, U) 

OP2: curu_1(X, W, U) !XI r(U, V) -+ curr_q..2(X, V, W) 
OP3: curr_q..2(X, V, W) M q(V, W, Y) -+ r(X, Y) 

5.3.2 Structure of the Program 

The program producing the operators takes as input a literal for a predicate pred , an instantiation pattern 
and a structured data-flow sequence for one rule defining pred as described in 5.2.2. It is recursive and 
has the following structure: 

make_body (Input_Vars, [Paf_Listl TPafs]. 
[(Lit, Vars. Vars_Last_Paf)I TLits]) ' 

make_body(Vars_Last_Paf. TPafs. TLits. Specifs_Next). 
make_operators(Specifs_Next. Lit, 

Input_Vars, Vars. Vars_Last_Paf. Paf_List}. 

Note that, the operators are produced in the reverse literal order. Hence, during the production of the 
operator corresponding to a normal literal liti, the nature of the next tuples is known. This is helpful 
in order to determine correctly the action to be applied on them (this information is delivered in the 
parameters Specifs...Next). The variable specification Vars..LastYafis used as the input variables for the 
next Ii tera!. 
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5.3.3 Optimizations Considering the Pafs 

The production of operators contains an optimization for the case when the first normal literal corresponds 
to a base predicate. In this case, two alternatives may occur: 

1.	 The list of pafs preceding the first literal instantiates some variables needed afterwards. The first 
operator is the selection corresponding to the head and followed by these pafs, as normally specified 
above. 

2.	 The list of pafs preceding the first normal literal consists only of tests or is empty. In this case, this 
list of pafs is appended to the list of pafs following the base literal, and a join operator is produced, 
joining the relation containing the query tuples for the rule with the base relation corresponding to 
the first literal, and containing in its condition list and action list the concatenated paf list. 

With this optimization in the second case, we can avoid the production of intermediate tuples (which 
would strictly be a subset of the original query tuples) before the join with the base relation. This 
has been illustrated in section 5.3.1 above. 

5.3.4 Generation of Pointers and Names 

Each operator is identified by a unique coded name. This coded name is a Prolog atom or term and is 
used in practice to retrieve the compiled code at evaluation time. A pointer to the next operator is also 
stored with each operator (see section 5.6). The coded names are determined by the following algorithm: 

1.	 The operator is the first operator for the rule and this rule is the nth rule defining a virtual predicate 
p, being compiled for a given pattern patt: the corresponding coded name is patLp(n). 

2.	 The operator takes as input current tuples for a base predicate. The corresponding coded name is 
then r_x where x is a new generated integer. 

3.	 The operator is an answer join for some current tuples: the current tuples are given a coded name 
just like in the case of base predicates (this time ar" is replaced by ac") and the coded name for 
the operator is name is answ(c...x). 

The pointer to the next operator depends on the type of the tuples produced. If the produced tuples are: 

1.	 subquery tuples for a virtual predicate p for an instantiation pattern patt: the pointer is an atom, 
being the concatenation of the pattern and the predicate name (patLp). 

2.	 current tuples for a base predicate: a new atom is generated as a pointer (r...x). 

3.	 answer tuples: the pointer is simply end_a/_rule. The corresponding operator will be retrieved by 
looking at the coded name for the current tuples being answered (c...x). The coded name coded for 
the operator is then answ(coded). 

5.4 Optimizations 

5.4.1 Tail-Recursion: Principles 

We have implemented a tail-recursion optimization ("tro") for certain recursive queries. The effect of 
tail-recursion optimization in our case is similar to the one obtained by classically applying tail-recursion 
optimization during the compilation of programs written in recursive languages. The goal in our case is to 
avoid unnecessary propagation of answer tuples to intermediate subqueries, and to return them directly 
as answers to the top query. The case where we apply tail-recursion optimization is the following: 



Consider a data-flow sequence DFS for a recursive rule. If the body of DFS contains only 
one recursive literal, which is at the end of the body, and if each free variable of the recursive 
literal is also, at the same position, a free variable in the head, then the DFS is said to be 
tail-recursive. 

If all the data-flow sequences for a recursive predicate and for a given instantiation pattern 
are tail-recursive (or non-recursive), then the answers can be returned directly to the clique 
entry subquery. 

Intuitively, the tail-recursive literal has the same instantiation pattern as the head and shares the free 
variables of the head. Therefore, any answer to an intermediat~ subquery is also an answer to the 
corresponding top query. 

During the evaluation of a query on tail-recursive predicate, answer tuples to the tail-recursive body literal 
are considered directly as answer tuples to the top subqueries invoking the tail-recursive predicate. Note 
also that the current tuples for tail-recursive literals are equal to the subquery tuples. We apply here the 
optimization of storing the current tuples within the subquery relation (no separate current tuple relation 
is needed) (see chapter on the evaluator). Moreover, non-admissible intermediate current tuples are not 
generated (one easily checks that they are useless, as they are never joined with answer tuples). 

Tail-recursion optimization is a particular case of global optimization as presented in [Vie88, Vie89). The 
set of answers to intermediate subqueries is not complete. Only the top queries invoking the tail-recursive 
predicate have a complete set of answers. An optimization similar to tail-recursion optimization has been 
described for the Magic Sets approach in [NRSUS9] and extended in [KRS90). The authors talk there of 
"right-linear" rules. 

Global optimization in general, and tail-recursion optimization in particular, introduce an additional 
difficulty: as the set of answers to intermediate subqueries is not complete, one should not consider 
intermediate subqueries for the admissibility test of other subqueries. This problem can arise when a 
subquery happens to be non-admissible w.r.t. an intermediate subquery which is not its ancestor (the 
previous subquery either corresponds to the evaluation of another subquery in the same set-oriented 
invocation of the tro predicate, or it was derived in a previous invocation). In this case, the set of answers 
to the new redundant subquery has to be fully recomputed. This redundancy of computation cannot be 
avoided and is actually the counterpart of having lost the information as to: "which answer to a subquery 
invoking the tail-recursive predicate is an answer to which intermediate subquery" . The documentation 
of the evaluator describes the way how EKS-VI deals with this problem. 

ExalUple 2 Tail-recursion on ancestor 
Let us consider the ancestor relationship: 

anc(X, Y) i- p(X, Y). 
anc(X, Y) i- p(X, Z) and anc(Z, Y). 

Figure 5.4.1 displays the (one) data-flow sequence for the recursive rule of ancestor and for the instanti
ation pattern bf and the graph of operators obtained respectively without and with tail· recursion optimiza
tion. 

The recursive literal is at the end of the rule, and its output variable Y is the same as in the head. All the 
generated answers are directly returned to the main query, and the intermediate non-admissible current 
tuples are discarded. 

Consider the set of data par(a,b), par(b,c), par(c,a). When answering the query anc(a,Y), the queries a,
 
band c are successively generated. The answer Y=c can be sent directly to .the top query without being
 
returned to the intermediate subquery b.
 
\1
 

5.4.2 Detection of Tail-Recursion During the Compilation 

The detection aftail-recursion for a given predicate Predfor a given instantiation pattern Pait is performed 
while generating the data-flow sequences. At the beginning, the tail-recursivit.y of Pred for Patt is assumed 
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to hold. During the generation of the data-flow sequences, this assumption is invalidated as soon as some 
recursive predicate is found in a rule for Pred, which is not at the end of the rule or does not have the 
tail-recursive property described above. Else, it means that Pred is tail-recursive for Patt. 

The production of operators is modified in the following way: 

1.	 The operator corresponding to the answering of non-admissible tuples is not generated for a tail
recursive literal (as the non-admissible tuples are not kept for tail-recursive literals). 

2.	 The treatment part for the operator producing query tuples for a tail-recursive literal is given the 
flag 'tro' (see chapter on the evaluator for the algorithm inserting query tuples to a tail-recursive 
literal). 

3.	 The information about the next literal associated to this operator contains the flag 'tro', indicating 
that the next literal is tail-recursive (see chapter on the evaluator for the use of this information for 
coordination purposes). 

4.	 The operator producing query tuples for the clique entry of a tail-recursive predicate normally 
indicates a new clique entry (see chapter on the evaluator for the clique evaluation). 

5.4.3 Syntactically Non-Admissible Subqueries 

Subqueries can be compared along different criteria. First along a variance test: two subqueries are 
variant if they differ only on the name of their variables (e.g. p(a, Y) and p(a,Z) are variant, but not 
p(X, Y) and p(a,Z)). With the instance test, on the other hand, one can detect at compile time whether 
a subquery is less general than another one (e.g. p(a, Y) is an instance of p(X, Y)). At run-time EKS-Vl 
implements the variance test as it only considers sets of query tuples for the same instantiation pattern. 
While the instance test is more difficult to use at run-time, it can be used in certain conditions to perform 
compile-time optimizations. We have the following general property: 

Let CSi be a calling structure in a data-flow sequence. Suppose that CSi and the head *lito 
of the data-flow sequence are built on the same predicate, and that each *argument of *lito 
appears, at the same position, as an input argument of CSi. Then every subquery generated 
for CSi is an instance of the subquery on the head from which it is derived. 

The compiler behaves as follows. In the general case, the treatment part of the operator associated with the 
edge CSi-l - CSi generates subquery and current tuples and detects the non-admissible tuples (section 
5.3). Whenever CSi fulfills the above condition, the compiler produces a treatment part which directly 
generates current tuples marked as non-admissible for CSi (performing though the local optimization as 
in the case of a base relation). Indeed, as no query tuple for CS; will ever be admissible, there is no need 
to test admissibility. 

Example 3 Let us consider again the ancestor relationship, where the compiler has chosen the following 
order for the recursive rule for the instantiation pattern fb: 

anc(X, *y) ~ anc(Z, *y) and p(X, *Z). 

This optimization can apply to the top-query anc(X, *y) and to the body literal anc(Z, *Y). Figure 5.4.2 
displays first the data-flow sequence associated with the recursive rule and then two graphs of operators, 
obtained respectively without and with applying the above optimization. 

The result of the above optimization is that no subqueries are generated by OPi (and no admissibility test 

is performed); hence the edge marked query(anc) disappears, together with the operation (In). 

This optimization applies in a large number of interesting cases. In particular, for a fully uninstantiated 
query on a non-mutual recursive program, the evaluation performed in EKS- Vi is essentially similar to a 
semi-naive computation {BR86] . A similar optimization has been described for the Magic Sets approach 
in [NRSU89] and extended in [KRS90]. The authors talk there of "left-linear" rules. 
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5.5 Treatment of Aggregates 

Aggregate rules receive a special treatment during the compilation. We first recall the syntax of an 
aggregate rule (see also the user manual): 

agg_pred(07J.t) +- agg(
 
group_pred((;l.)
 

grouped..hy [Grouping~VariablesJ 
where LisLoj.Aggspecs 

). 

where: 

•	 o7J.t, in and Grouping~Variables are sequences of variables and are respectively called output, 
input and grouping variables; 

•	 group_pred is any virtual or base predicate and is called the grouping predicate. The corresponding 
faets are the grouping facts; 

•	 LisLoj.Aggspecs is a list of aggregate specifications of the form A isagg func_agg(B) or A isagg 
count where func_agg can be 'sum', 'min', 'max' or 'avg', A must be an output variable and Ban 
input variable. The variable A is called an aggregate variable and B an aggregated variables; 

•	 an output variable must either be a grouping variable or result from an aggregation. 

Without loss of generality, we assume that an aggregate predicate is defined by one aggregate rule only. 

The rewriting (as described in section3.4) is performed on aggregate rules. During the rewriting process of 
an aggregate rule, the syntactic conditions on the variables as described above are checked. The internal 
form of the body of an aggregate rule is the following: 

'$aggregate '(group_pred(in), [Grouping~Variables}, LisLoj.Aggspecs) 

5.5.1 Result of Aggregates as Input Constants 

The propagation of the constants appearing in queries over an aggregate predicate obeys rules that slightly 
depart from the general case. In the general case, the binding of any variable in the head can be passed 
down to the body. In the aggregate case, only the bindings of the grouping variables are passed down. 

Of course, a variable corresponding to the result of an aggregate (an aggregate variable) may be instan
tiated in a query over aggregate predicate. However, this binding can not be used to restrict the data 
manipulated to answer the subquery over group_pred. Hence, in such a case, the corresponding value is 
not propagated into the evaluation of the aggregate query. 

This is done as follows. EKS-Vi maintains a dictionary relation called agg_vars, which keeps, for each 
aggregate predicate, the position of aggregate variables. Consider the production of the data-flow se
quence for a given rule body where an aggregate predicate appears, and where some aggregate variable is 
instantiated (e.g....A). Then the instantiated aggregate variable is renamed in the aggregate literal (say 
AI) and a new test is added to the list of goals in the body (Ai =A). 

5.5.2 Production of Data-Flow Sequences for Aggregate Rules 

During the generation of the data-flow sequence for an aggregate rule, nothing has to be reordered as the 
body contains only the aggregate construct. However, the following operations take place: 

1.	 The list of aggregate specifications is analyzed. 
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Each of the aggregate specification is added to a list of aggregate pafs Pafagg. The specification of 
an average (e.g. avg(A)) is replaced by a sum and a count (count, sum(X)). A call to the paf '$div', 
performing a division of the result of the sum by the result of the count, is also added to a list of 
pafs called Tests to be performed at the end of the evaluation of the aggregate rule. 

2. A	 structured literal is generated for the grouping literal group_pred. The corresponding Varsi is 
simply vars(Vars, _, _, _) where Vars is the concatenation of the grouping variables and of the 
variables to be aggregated. The corresponding paf list is the list Pafagg described above. 

3. A second (artificial)	 structured literal is created. It contains the two lists of variables before and 
after the projection of the aggregate result on the head (some grouping variables may not appear 
in agg_pred - see manual). The corresponding paf list is the list Tests described above. 

5.5.3 Generation of Operators for an Aggregate Rule 

We consider separately the cases when the grouping literal is a base literal and the case when it is a 
virtual literal. 

The grouping literal is a base literal.
 
The compiler generates the following sequence of operators:
 

1.	 a join between the subquery relation on agg_pred and the base relation corresponding to group_pred. 
The treatment part of this join performs the aggregates as specified in Pafagg and inserts the 
corresponding tuples in a temporary relation. 

2.	 a selection into the answer relation for agg_pred. The list of action functions specified III Tests is 
added to this operator. 

The grouping literal is a virtual literal.
 
The compiler generates the following sequence of operators:
 

1.	 a selection from the subquery relation for agg_pred into the subquery relation for group_prerJ3. 

2.	 a join between the subquery tuples and the answer tuples for group_pred. The treatment part of 
this join performs the aggregates as specified in Pafagg and inserts the corresponding tuples in a 
temporary relation. 

3.	 a selection into the answer relation for agg_pred. The list of action functions specified In Tests is 
added to this operator. 

Finally note that the compilation of an aggregate predicate may trigger the recursive compilation of the 
corresponding grouping predicate. 

In the case of recursive aggregate cliques, special action functions are also added to the set-oriented 
operators (see chapter on the evaluator - coordination of recursive aggregates). 

5.6 Compiled Code Produced by the Compiler 

The compiled code is stored on secondary storage in a relation operate/2 

operate (Compiled_code , Op_Id) 

where: 

3The subquery relation and the cW'rent tuples relation are always identical in the case of aggregates (no separate 
environment arguments). 
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•	 Compiled_code is the compiled code. 

•	 OpJd is the identifier for the compiled code. This is either a combination of the predicate-pattern 
and the rule number, the coded-name of an operation or the structure answ{coded-name-predicate) 
for an answer operation of a predicate (see section 5.3.4). 

The compiled code is a Prolog structure having the following format: 

op(OpType,
 
Operation,
 
Parameters,
 
NextRule,
 
NextDp,
 
(Currel, Ansyrel),
 
ProdTuplesType,
 
(PattName, Type, Pos_neg, Dld_ney, Clique),
 
Old_NeY)
 

where: 

•	 OpType is the type of the operation which will be taken as a filter during evaluation. This type can 
be prodJla, join, projectj, answ or spec.join. 

•	 Operation is the Prolog structure corresponding to the operation to be performed by BANG. It 
either refers to eks.join, eks...select or eks-diJJ (see chapter on the interface to BANG). 

•	 Parameters is a list of parameters to give to Operation. It is a list of variables that appear as well 
in Operation, so that the unification of a variable within Parameters, directly passes the bindings 
to Operation. Parameters to pass to the operation are: 

1.	 Nl; 

2. N2; 

3.	 the current step; 

4.	 TempreLin: the input temporary relation (if any is used); 

5.	 TempreLout: the output temporary relation (if any is used); 

6.	 a structure: (Op, Op_Normal, Op_Delta, TailDelta) which is used for the normal and delta 
answering; 

7.	 a parameter returned from the BANG-operation in case of a success: 0, 1 or 2. 0 denotes 
that only non-admissible tuples, 1 that only admissible tuples and 2 that both admissible and 
non-admissible tuples have been produced by the operation. 

8.	 Schema: the schema of the temporary relations used in action functions of the set-oriented 
operator. 

•	 NextRule is a pointer to the rank of the next rule which has to be executed; it is set to last if no 
more rules have to be evaluated. 

•	 NextOp is the identifier for the next operation in the body of a given rule. 

•	 Currel represents the relation where the current tuples are stored. 

•	 Answ_rel represents the relation where the answer tuples are stored. 

•	 ProdTuplesType is the type of the produced tuples. It is curr if the produced tuples necessitate a 
permanent node in the array (when they correspond to subqueries for a virtual predicate), or temp 
else. 



•	 (PattName, Type, Pas_neg, Old_new, Clique): PattName represents the predicate pattern name 
corresponding to the predicate, such that the rules for the corresponding virtual predicate can be 
accessed. It will be stored in the node array for the next node. Type indicates whether tail recursion 
is applied on the next predicate or not. Pas_neg indicates whether the next virtual predicate is 
positive or negative. Old_new is 'old' or 'new' depending on the state for the virtual predicate. 
Clique is 'noJlew_clique' or 'new_clique'. If the next predicate is base, we store (_, base, _, _, _) . 

•	 Old...New indicates whether the current operation has to be performed on the old or on the new 
state of the database. 

The code producing the actual calls to BANG corresponding to the- various operators is rather long and 
complicated. It is not the purpose of this documentation to describe it in details. However, we outline 
here its structure and the syntax of the BANG primitives is described in a separate chapter of this 
documentation. 



5.7 Files for the Compiler 

The compiler is organized along the following files containing the following functionalities: 

compJuain.pl 
compJUakebody.pl 
comp_operates. pI 
comp..sna.pl 
comp_toJ3ANG.pl 
comp_util. pI 
optim.pl 
old_compJUain.pl 

structure of the compiler and production of the data-flow sequences 
calls to the production of operators 
production of the operators 
code for detecting tro and sna 
mapping from the literal to the BANG syntax 
utilities 
optimizerI reorderer 
old version of the compiler/reorderer 
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Chapter 6 

The Query Evaluator 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss the main design decisions and implementation choices of the EKS-VI query 
evaluator. As this evaluator derives from the DedGin* prototype and relies on the QSQ paradigm to 
answer deductive queries, we will assume some familiarity with [LV90]. 

The role of the evaluator is to answer queries over virtual (recursive) predicates. Queries can be issued by 
the user, by an application program or by other modules of EKS-VI - for instance for integrity checking. 

Query evaluation is achieved by interpreting compiled code produced by the EKS-VI rule compiler/opti
mizer (see the previous chapter). This compiled code is organized into sequences of operators: there 
potentially is one sequence of operators for each rule and for each instantiation pattern for the head of 
the rule. A sequence of operators compiled from a Datalog rule consists of one operator for the head (a 
selection retaining those subqueries which match the head) and of one operator for each literal in the 
bodyl. 

Strictly speaking the actual data-manipulation operator is only one component of the data structure 
representing a node of the sequence of operators: such a node stores additional information, eg linking 
information (pointer to the next node - but see the chapter on the compiler). In this chapter, however, 
we will use the word operator to denote this data-structure. Further, there is such a close correspondence 
between the sequence of operators and the Datalog rule from which it is compiled, that we will often talk 
of (compiled) rule and of predicates when talking about sequences of operators. 

One of the main task of the evaluator is to coordinate the evaluation of these compiled rules. Compiled 
rules are evaluated when (sets of) subqueries are generated for their head (and for the corresponding 
pattern). The evaluation of one rule can imply the evaluation of other rules (for its body literals). 
Finally, the answers generated by one rule for some subqueries have to be matched with the environment 
in a logically sound way. 

This coordination is complex for several reasons: 1) The same compiled rule may have to be evaluated sev
eral times, in different contexts; in particular, recursive rules usually recursively invoke themselves. 2) The 
control of recursion by the query/subquery mechanism involves a non-straightforward delta mechanism. 
3) Negated predicates and (stratified) aggregates need special care. 

The main part of this chapter is devoted to the coordination issues and to the solutions adopted 10 

EKS-Vl. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of the main data-structures and discusses 
in details the data-flow graph used by the evaluator. Section 2 informally discusses coordination and 
saturation aspects, while section 3 gives an algorithmic description of the evaluator. Section 4 details the 
representation of the data in intermediate relations and some of the data-manipulation algorithms (for 

1 When possible, the compiler merges the initial selection with the first operation in the body. 
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the QSQ aspects and tail-recursion optimization). 

One aspect of the query evaluator of EKS-VI is not discussed in this chapter. The evaluation of so-called 
recursive aggregates raises special issues which are discussed and dealt with in [Lef91). 

6.2 Main Data Structures: the Data-Flow Graph 

6.2.1 Data-Flow Graph and Intermediate Relations 

The data-flow graph (DFG) is a data structure which is created, maintained and consulted by the eval
uator. This graph is essentially a "map" of the (occurrences of the) rules that have been and are being 
evaluated. 

Nodes of the DFG correspond to (occurrences of) predicates appearing in the body of the rules being 
evaluated. Essentially, there is one such node for each of these predicates. However, information for base 
predicates does not need to be kept permanently and their corresponding nodes will be only temporarily 
created (using the dummy node 0 described below). Permanent nodes are associated only to virtual 
predicates. 

Nodes of the DFG do notdirect/y store data. Rather, these nodes keep pointers to the tables (temporary 
relations) where the intermediate data is stored: 

Current tuples relations: Current tuples make up the basic data manipulated during the evaluation 
of a rule; the current tuples associated with one predicate keep the bindings for the variables which 
have been instantiated before this predicate is encountered and which are still needed. These tuples 
are stored in current tuple relations (potentially one for each literal in the body (see [LV90)).) 

Subquery relations: From the current tuples associated with a predicate, one can extract subqueries (or 
query tuples) on this predicate by projecting these current tuples on the variables actually appearing 
in the corresponding literal. Hence, in general, query tuples are subtuples of current tuples. 

Query tuples for recursive predicates (in fact, in EKS-Vl, for any virtual predicate) are kept in 
global relations (i.e. not associated with one particular rule nor with one occurrence of a predicate). 
A subquery relation keeps all the query tuples generated so far for a given pair (predicate, pattern). 

Answer relations: Similarly, answer relations are global relations which keep all the answer tuples gen
erated so far for a given pair (predicate, pattern). 

The actual description of these intermediate relations is given in section 6.5.2. 

6.2.2 Data-Flow Graph: Structural Aspects 

Nodes of the data-flow graph are linked to each other according to the relative positions in rules of their 
corresponding predicates. Let N be a node associated with an occurrence of pred in a rule R. Then the 
brother of N is the node corresponding to the predicate following pred in R; the father of N is the node 
associated with the predicate (occurrence) for which R is being evaluated; the children of N are the nodes 
associated with the first predicates appearing in the rules defining pred. 

Hence, to any node of the data-flow graph, we can associate a first set of fields (or properties) keeping 
some structural information (any node is uniquely identified by its internal identifier): 

L Father-ID: Identifier of the father of this node (1 for the root). 

2. Brother-ID: Identifier of the brother of this node if any. 

3.	 List-of-Children: This keeps a list of the identifiers of the (known) children together with their 
associated predicate. 
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4.	 Current-reI: Name of the current relation storing the current tuples for this node. 

5.	 Answer-reI: Name of the answer relation for the pair (predicate, pattern) associated with this node. 

6.	 Query-reI: Name of the subquery relation for the pair (predicate, pattern) associated with this node. 

6.2.3 Data-Flow Graph: Permanent Information 

Nodes of the data-flow graph also keep some permanent information about the sequence of operators they 
represent. This permanent information is the following one: 

7.	 Coded name: This represents the position of the literal in the body of the rule (see also the compiler 
description). In case of an answering operation the structure answ(Coded-Name) is used as a pointer 
to the operation which has to be performed. 

8.	 Predicate-pattern: This field is set to a string equal to the concatenation of the predicate and of 
its pattern (actually pattern+predicate, e.g. blanc for the pattern bl and the predicate anc). 

9.	 Evaluation-state: This field is set to the state (old or new) in which the associated literal has to be 
evaluated.
 

Evaluation in the old state (i.e. the state before the transaction) is needed for update-propagation at
 
the end of a transaction. The value old either comes directly from the compiled rule, or is inherited
 
from the father node.
 

10. Clique-entry-flag: This flag indicates whether this node is a clique entry node. 

A node is a clique entry node if and only if its associated predicate is not mutually recursive with 
the predicate associated to its father. 

11. Sign: The sign of the node is pos (resp. neg) if the associated predicate is positive (resp. negative). 

12.	 Tro-flag: This flag indicates whether this node invokes a recursive predicate which is tail-recursive 
optimized (see section 5.4.1). 

6.2.4 Data-Flow Graph: Summary 

The data-flow graph is kept as a two-dimensional array, containing one row for each node: 

1.	 The rank of the row is the identifier of this node. 

2.	 Each row contains 16 fields: the twelve fields already described, together with 4 additional fields: 

13. Last-visit-step 

14. Last-na-production-step 

15. Next-rule 

16. Clique-environment 

which are dynamically used by the saturation process; their exact definition will be given later2 • 

The node 0 is used for storing the temporary information for nodes associated with base predicates, and 
with the final set of answers produced by the rule. Its structure is simpler, as it contains the following 
fields: 

1.	 Opcode 

2.	 Father-Id 

3.	 Brother-Id 

2 In the cunent state of EKS-VI, there is an additional field, N A-flag, wh.ich is not used any more. 



6.3 Coordination: Informal Discussion 

The data-flow graph is used as an essential tool for coordinating the evaluation of the rules. 

Initially, this graph is reduced to the root associated to the top query. As evaluation goes on, the graph 
is expanded and new nodes are created. Further, the evaluation sometimes (in particular in case of 
recursion) searches again an existing part of the data-flow graph with new sets of data. 

In this section, we give an informal description of this behavior. 

6.3.1 Basic Behavior 

Let N be a node of the data-flow graph, associated with a predicate pred and a given pattern. As a 
property of the evaluator, the node N exists in the data-flow graph only if some data has been associated 
with it: if N is the root, then the top query is associated with it; otherwise, some current tuples must 
have been generated for N. Hence, if N exists, there is a set of subqueries over pred associated with N. 

Let R be a (compiled) rule defining pred and let us study its evaluation. 

During the evaluation of R, the evaluator may create nodes N1 , ••. , Np for the predicates predl , ... , 
predp of the body of R, The creation of these nodes and the execution of the associated operators are 
synchronous processes: nodes are created when data flows in. This behavior has two consequences. 

First, the evaluator may have to create only some of the nodes N1 , ••• , Np . Indeed if, for one body 
literal (say pred;), there are no data (no answers) for any of the subqueries generated on pred;, then no 
current tuple is generated for the next literal. In this case, the next node does not need to be created3 . 

Second, the creation of the sequence of nodes N1 , •• " Np will usually be interrupted in order to answer 
6ubqueries over the pred;, Indeed, given subqueries on pred;, one needs to produce answers for them to 
be able to produce current tuples for the predi+l' 

The data flow graph will usually be expanded in a way illustrated on the figure 6.3.1 (not all steps are 
represented). 

6.3.2 Depth-First vs Breadth-First Search 

The above basic behavior can implement several different strategies to coordinate rules, the most impor
tant being depth-first and breadth-first search. Let the predicate pred; (associated with the node N;) be 
defined by means of the rules R1 , , •• , Rn . 

The depth-first strategy would 1) evaluate the first rule R1 ; 2) use the (subset of) answers obtained from 
R 1 to generate current tuples for predi+l; 3) come back later to the following rules by backtracking. 

As opposed, the breadth-first strategy would 1) evaluate all the rules defining pred; 2) use the (full set of) 
answers to generate current tuples for predi+l' Hence in the simple case (as discussed here), in particular 
in the absence of recursion, the breadth-first strategy does not need to come back to node Ni, as its 
evaluation is completed. 

EKS-VI uniformly implements a breadth-first strategy, whereas DedGin* implemented a depth-first strat
egy (see [LV90]). While depth-first search is of interest when only some answers are needed (e.g. yes/no 
queries), breadth-first was adopted in EKS-VI as a uniform strategy in order to solve the coordination 
issues raised by negation (see below) in the simple cases. A more sophisticated engine should be able to 
locally choose the best strategy, depending on the context. 

We are now able to define the content of the N ext-Rule field associated with the nodes of the data-flow 
graph. 

3 Actually, the creation of nodes is always one node in adva.nce on data-marupulation. Hence, the brother of Ni is created, 
but not the following one. The creation of a node is nearly a no-cost operat.ion. This is explained in sect.ion 6.4.2. 
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Figure 6.3.1: Normal expansion of the Data-Flow Graph 

15.	 Next-rule: the rank of the next rule to evaluate to further answer the subqueries over the associated 
predicate. 

The value of this field is used to retrieve the first operator of the compiled rule of rank Next-Rule. This 
operator is uniquely identified by a structure built from the predicate-pattern and the Next-Rule 
fields (for the time being, this unique identifier is the structure predicate-pattern(rank)). 

Finally, we say that the node N is locally completed if all the rules defining pred have been evaluated (this 
is indicated by Next-Rule being set to last). Note that in the breadth-first strategy, all the descendants 
of a locally completed node are necessarily locally completed. 

6.3.3 Stratified Negation and Aggregates: Clique-Based Evaluation 

The query evaluator must apply negation as failure to negated subqueries in a sound way (EKS-VI only 
accepts stratified negation). Dealing with stratified aggregate queries raises the same issue, and this 
aspect will not be isolated here. 

Consider subqueries for a negated (virtual) literal not lit (these subqueries are usually ground, but can 
also contain existential variables). The evaluator must ensure that all the possible ways of answering 
these subqueries have been explored before inferring the corresponding negated facts. Otherwise, if the 
evaluator inferred not p before having discovered a proof of p, both the direct inference of not p and 
possible answers for the top query would be wrong. 

In the simple cases (without the QSQ mechanism described below), this issue is solved by the breadth-first 
strategy. Indeed, this strategy ensures that all relevant rules have been explored before returning answers 
to subqueries at node N. 

In the more general case, when an iterative saturation process must be used, this issue is solved by making 
the saturation local to one clique. Hence, queries 011 negative (recursive) predicates will always be fully 
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answered before negation as failure is applied. This is addressed below. 

6.3.4 Query/Subquery; on Non-Admissible Current Tuples 

EKS-VI implements a query/subquery mechanism, in particular to ensure completeness and termination 
of the evaluation in the recursive case. Its principle is to answer a subquery over a recursive predicate 
(actually over any virtual predicate in EKS-Vl) only once, and to reuse the answers to this subquery for 
each of its occurrences. 

As a consequence, there are two kinds of current tuples: a current tuple is admissible if its corresponding 
query tuple is new (i.e. was not in the query relation before); otherwise, the current tuple is non-admissible. 

The answers for admissible current tuples produced at node N are automatically also produced exactly 
for this node N. For the only occurrence of the corresponding subquery was passed as input to the 
corresponding rules at node N, hence the corresponding answers are directly returned to node N. 

Answers for non-admissible current tuples are usually not produced at node N, but at the node where 
the corresponding subquery first appeared. The only exception to this rule is when two current tuples 
produced at the same node N generates the same subquery4. In that case, it might happen that the first 
current tuple processed is found to be admissible, whereas the second one is not. We will say that the 
second current tuple is a fake non-admissible current tuple. (Strictly speaking, a non-admissible current 
tuple is fake if it is produced at the same node, and at the same stage, i.e. during the same operation 
stages are discussed below.) 

Fake non-admissible current tuples will be treated exactly as if they were admissible. Indeed, fake non
admissible current tuples receive their answers from the node N where they were generated, exactly as 
admissible current tuples do. Hence, assimilating these two sorts of tuples allows returning answers to 
admissible and to fake non-admissible current tuples by the same operation. 

From now on, we will reserve the word "non-admissible" to "non-fake non-admissible" current tuples. 

6.3.5 Saturation by Stages 

Returning answers to non-admissible current tuples is essential for completeness: In general, a complete 
answer must be generated for all subqueries and returned to all its occurrences for ensuring complete
ness to the initial query. Special cases like global optimization [Vie88] and, in particular, tail-recursion 
optimization are discussed in section 5.4.1. 

This has two main implications for the evaluator: 

First, it has to come back to the nodes containing non-admissible current tuples. In general, when non
admissible tuples are produced at node N, not all answers for the corresponding subqueries are known. 
In particular, in the recursive case, a subquery found at node N1 may be identical to one of its ancestors 
(found at node N, an ancestor of N1 on the data-flow graph). In this case, the non-admissible current 
tuples of node N1 must wait until answers have been produced at node N. (See also the behavior of the 
evaluator on the data-flow graph as illustrated in figure 6.3.2). 

The second implication is also illustrated in figure 6.3.2. Answers must be repeatedly returned to non
admissible current tuples, until no more new subqueries, nor new answers are produced. Indeed, answers 
produced at node N at the second stage may be new answers. Hence, for completeness, these answers 
have to be returned to node N1 at the third stage. This may have to be repeated a (finite) number of 
times. 

Hence, the evaluation process is divided into stages. The initial stage is started by the user query, while 
each of the subsequent stages is started by a so-called answer-reuse operation on a node containing non
admissible tuples: an answer-reuse operation performed at node N consists in returning (new) answers 
to the non-admissible tuples associated with node N. The initial stage essentially expands the data-How 

4This is possible as query tuples may be strict subtuples of current tuples. 
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graph. Following stages start from an existing node, work along the existing data-flow graph and possibly 
expand it. Indeed, non-initial stages may manipulate data (subqueries) which require new (occurrences 
of) predicates and rules to be evaluated. 

When they proceed along the existing data-flow graph, non-initial stages produce current tuples (and 
query or answer tuples) for existing nodes. The current tuples produced for an (existing) node N can thus 
be redundant with tuples already existing at node N (this is called local optimization). Also, as in the 
initial stage, these tuples can be admissible or non-admissible. 

As for the answer-reuse operation, it should clearly avoid re-associating the same answer(s) to the same 
(non-admissible) current tuples each time an answer-reuse operation is performed on the node N. Rather, 
we want to implement a delta mechanism. . 

The delta mechanism of EKS-VI is implemented as follows. Each time an answer-reuse operation is 
performed on the node N, two operations are (potentially) performed: 

1.	 Join the new non-admissible current tuples (if any) with the old answers. 

2.	 Join the new answers (if any) with all the current non-admissible current tuples. 

New current tuples (resp. answers) are those produced since the last answer-reuse operation was performed 
on this node N. Old answers are those which were produced before the last answer-reuse operation was 
performed on N. 

For this purpose, the saturation process makes use of the two fields yet unexplained: 

13. Last-visit-step: last stage at which this node was selected for an answer-reuse of operation, if ever. 

14.	 Last-na-production-step: last stage at which non-admissible current tuples were produced for 
that node. 

Sometimes it is possible to avoid performing one or both operations if no new non-admissible current 
tuples (for this node) or no new answers (for this predicate) have been produced. For this purpose, the 
system remembers (in addition to the two above fields), the last stage in which answers were produced 
for this predicate. 

6.3.6 Clique-Based Saturation Mechanism 

We are now in a position to informally describe the clique-based saturation mechanism implemented in 
EKS-V1. 

Within a stage, the evaluator propagates data along the rules in a top-down way (passing subqueries to 
rules), in a side-way manner (performing the sequence of operations in a rule) and in a bottom-up way 
(propagating answers). 

This process has the following characteristics: 

1.	 At a node N corresponding to a base predicate (Le. dummy node 0), the current tuples are joined 
with the corresponding base relation. If this operation succeeds (some new current tuples are 
produced for the following predicate), then the evaluator considers next this following predicate. 

2.	 At a node N corresponding to a virtual predicate, the first rule is evaluated on the new subqueries. 

3. Whenever a rule invoked	 at a node N is completed (either because one operation did not produce 
anything, or because it eventually produced some answers) and N is not locally completed, then the 
next rule is evaluated. 

4.	 When a node N is locally completed, three cases may occur: 
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(a)	 N is not a clique entry node. 

The answers produced by the rules invoked at node N a.re joined (or a difference is performed) 
with the admissible current tuples of node N, pot.entially producing current t.uples for the 
following literal. If this operation succeeds (some new data has been produced), the evaluator 
considers next this following literal. 

A small optimization is performed here: the system keeps a flag associated wit.h the node N5 
indicating whether one of the rules have actually produced answers. If not, then the join can 
be avoided. This leads to non-negligible gains! 

(b)	 N is a clique entry node and the clique is completed (see below). 

The evaluator performs as above, i.e. it returns the answers to the admissible current t.uples of 
node N and potentially produces data for the following literal. 

(c)	 N is a clique entry node and the clique is not completed. 

The current stage is stopped and a new stage is started, in a way discussed below. 

Stages are organized in a clique-based way which ensures soundness of the evaluator for (strat.ified) 
negation and aggregate: 

1.	 A new clique environment is started each time a set of (new) subqueries is generated for a clique 
entry node. This clique environment becomes the new current clique environment and will be 
saturated before its father environment. 

2.	 A list of "non-admissible" nodes is associated with each clique environment. This list keeps all the 
nodes at which non-admissible tuples have been produced within this environment. 

3.	 A clique environment is saturated as follows: 

To start a new stage, the evaluator selects in a cyclic way the list of non-admissible nodes associa.ted 
with the current clique environment. 

If, after one cyclic search through the full list of non-admissible nodes, no new subquery and no new 
answer is generated, then the clique is said to be completerfi. 

It is important to note than the cyclic search through the non-admissible nodes of a given clique environ
ment is usually interrupted to saturate one (or several) child clique environment. It is only when these 
child environments are themselves saturated that the cyclic search can resume. 

We are now able to give the meaning of the field of the data-flow graph yet unexplained: 

16.	 Clique-environment: For a clique-entry node, stores the clique-environment started the last time 
this node was entered. 

6.4 Coordination: Algorithmic Description 

The evaluator knows, at every time, of a current node N1. Initially, N1 is set to the root. The evaluator 
is organized in cycles consisting of the following operations: 

1.	 Retrieval of the compiled code. 

2.	 Update of the data-flow graph (i.e. expand and/or modify). 

3. Execution of the set-oriented operation. 

4.	 Determination and/or creation of the next current node. 

5This should kept as an additional field of the data-flow graph, whereas it is stored as a dynamic prolog predicate 
currently. 

6 When a clique envirorunent is completed, then its father clique environment becomes the current. clique envirolUnent.. 
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6.4.1 Retrieval of the Compiled Code 

The evaluator retrieves the compiled code from secondary storage and puts several of its informa.tions 
into local variables. We recall that the compiled code is not asserted into ma.in memory, but simply kept. 
as a Prolog structure. 

The compiled code is accessed using the information stored within node N1. Two cases occur: 

•	 N1 is the artificial node 0: the operation is a join/difference either between current tuples and a 
base relation or between current tuples and answer tuples for a virtual predicate. 

In the former case, the coded-name field of node 0 stores the actual identifier of the compiled code. 
In the latter case, node 0 is used to store the information which node can be answered (in father
id). Together with the coded-name of this node, the structure answ(coded-nam.e) is constructed to 
access the compiled code. 

•	 N1 is an actual node oj the data-flow graph: the operation consists in calling the next rule for the 
corresponding predicate. 

In this case, the compiled code is identified by the structure predicate-pattern(Next-rule) com
bining the values of the two corresponding fields of N1; Next-rule is then incremented. 

6.4.2 Update of the Data-Flow Graph 

A (set-oriented) operation is essentially a transition from the node Nl to a node N2: N2 has to be 
determined or created. 

The nature of the node N2 depends on the nature of the tuples produced by the operation from Nl to 
N2: 

•	 N2 can be a child of Nl: this is the case when the operation from Nl to N2 consists in invoking a 
new compiled rule, i.e. in calling the first operator of this rule (Nl is an actual node of the data-flow 
graph). 

•	 N2 can be a brother of Nl: this is the case essentially when the operation produces current tuples 
for the next predicate in the rule. 

Further, whether N2 is an actual node of the data-flow graph or is the node 0, also depends on the output 
of the operator7 : 

•	 answer tuples or current tuples Jor a base predicate will be produced. 

Then the node N2 is the dummy node 0, whose fields are initialized as follows: 

- coded-name is the next coded name (as read in the operator retrieved in the phase 6.4.1). 
The value is end-oj-rule if the end of the rule is reached (the operator can produce answers). 

The father-id field is set to the father of Nl. 

The brother-id field is set to the brother of Nl. 

•	 current tuples for a virtual predicate are produced. 

In this case, N2 mayor may not already exist. The existence of N2 is detected if the brother field 
of Nl is not nil: N2 is this brother. If the brother field of Nl is nil, then the node N2 needs to be 
created (expansion of the data-flow graph). 

When creating N2, a first set of information is directly extracted from the compiled code retrieved 
above (see 6.4.1) - this information was prepared at compile-time: 

-	 coded name: this is the next coded name. 

7Note that in the two first cases, the dummy node 0 may be overwritten; this is possible because node Nl is not. used 
after this step any more. 



predicate-pattern.
 

sign.
 

- current-reI.
 

answer-reI.
 

- evaluation-state.
 

- clique-entry-flag.
 

When creating N2, a second set of information is dynamically generated: 

- father-Id is set to NI ifNI is an actual node, and to the father ofNl otherwise. 

- brother-Id is set to nil. 

If evaluation-state was previously set to new and if the father of N2 has old as value, this 
value old is inherited. 

When creating N2, the final operation is to add N2 as the brother or as a child of Nl (see the
 
discussion above).
 

Finally, in any case (i.e. whether N2 is created or was already existing):
 

next-rule is set to 1.
 

last-visit-step is set to O.
 

clique-environment is set to a new value.
 

6.4.3 Execution of the Set-Oriented Operation 

The only preparation work to be done at this stage is when the operation is a join or a difference with the 
old state of a base relation ReI. In this case, and if the base relation was actually updated, the operator 
does not refer to Rei but to old(Rel) in the set-oriented operation (see also next chapter). 

Now the set-oriented operation can be executed. The operator generates either current tuples (within the 
body of a rule) or answers (last operator), and: 

•	 the operator succeeds ifnew answer tuples or new current tuples (either admissible or non-admissible) 
are produced. 

•	 the operator fails otherwise. 

6.4.4 Determination and/or Creation of the Next Current Node 

The last operation of the cycle is to determine what is the next current node Next-Curr (for the next 
iteration). 

The determination/creation of N2 depends on two main aspects: whether the evaluation of the current 
rule is completed, and the status of its father Fath of N2 (and of its ancestors). 

1.	 The rule is not completed, i.e. the operator succeeded and produced current tuples. The next node 
corresponds to the next predicate in the rule.
 

Next-Curr is set to N2.
 

2.	 The rule is completed, either because the operator failed, or because the operator succeeded and 
produced answer tuples. 

In this case, the system starts a recursive procedure through the ancestors Anc of N2 (starting from 
Fath) to find an adequate node. 

(a.)	 We must complete the evaluation of Anc: A nc is not locally completed.
 

Next-Curr is An-c.
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(b)	 A new stage has to be started: A nc is locally completed, A nc is a clique entry node whose 
environment is not completed. 
Next-Curr is selected from the list of non-admissible nodes associated with this clique environ
ment. 

(c)	 We can answer Anc: 1) Anc is locally completed and 2) answers have actually been produced 
for A nc and 3) either A nc is not a clique entry node, or A nc is a clique entry node and its 
clique environment is completed. 
N ext-curr is set to the node 0 and its fields are set to prepare the answering operation to A nc: 

•	 Coded-name is set to end_of_rule. 

•	 Father-Id is set to Anc. 

(d)	 If none of the above cases apply, recursively consider the father of A nco 

6.5 Data Manipulation 

In this section we first present the structure of the intermediate tuples manipulated during the evaluation 
of a query. We then present the algorithms used when producing different types of intermediat.e tuples. 

6.5.1 Query Identifiers: Lcid 

EKS-VI gives internal identifiers to query tuples, called local context identifiers (kid) for historical reasons 
[Vie88]. Their main interest is to potentially allow the evaluator to manipulate less data when evaluating 
the corresponding queries. 

In the absence of identifiers, answer tuples have to be full tuples, i.e. to contain one field for each argument 
of the corresponding predicate. This is needed in order to join in a sound way these answers with the 
current tuples they are generated for: the join is done by equating all the fields of the query subtuple. 

In the presence of identifiers, answer tuples contain only one field for each free variable of the corresponding 
pattern. As a result, the values of the attributes of the query tuple can be forgotten during the evaluation 
of the corresponding rules. 

Using the kid device requires: 

1.	 keeping with a current tuple the kid of its query tuple. This will be needed for the join with the 
corresponding answers. 

2.	 keeping with both the current tuples and with the answers manipulated within a rule, the lcid of 
their father subqueries. This is called the local context (lcont). 

Hence, the join between current tuples and answer tuples will be done along the condition: 

lcid(current tuple) = lcont(answer tuple) 

Example 4 Using the leids. 

Consider the following deduction rule defining the predicate 1': 

r(X,Y) :- p(X,U,W), r(D,V), q(V,W,Y). 

For an instantiation pattern bf, the data-flow sequence for the rule is (see the chapter on the compiler or 
the paper [LV90) for the description of the data-flow sequences): 

r(*X,Y) --+ p(*X,U,W) --+ <*X,*W>J'(*u,V) --+ <*X>_ q(*V,*W,Y) --+ <*X,*Y>. 

Instead of carrying the value of *X along the evaluation of the rule, the lcid of the father subquery ,,,il/ be 
kept with the intermediate tuples. This has the effect that the data-flow sequence looks like (Lcont. is the 
lcid of the father subquery): 



r(*X,Y) -+ <Lcont>_p(*X,U,W) -+ <Lcont,W>J(*U,V) -+ <Lcont>_ q(*V,*W,Y) -+ <Lc.ont,*Y>. 

6.5.2 Structure of the Intermediate Relations 

All the temporary relations described here are local to the evaluation of a given query. They are removed 
when the final answers are returned to the prolog level. Only the final relation conta.ining the answers to 
the top query remains. 

Current Tuples 

Current tuple relations associated with base predicates are destroyed just after their join with the corre
sponding base relation. Their structure is (Lcont is the Lcid of the father subquery, as discussed above): 

base-current-tuple[Lcont I Data-attributes] 

In principle, current tuples relations for virtual predicates are local to the occurrence of the rule where 
they appear. As these relations need to be kept during the evaluation process (because of the join with 
answers which occurs later), creating new tables for each occurrence of the same (compiled) rule would 
lead to too many relations. 

Therefore, in EKS-VI, the same current tuples relation is used for all the occurrences of a predicate 
coming from the same compiled rule (if a predicate appears twice in a rule, two current relations are 
used). Hence, there potentially is one actual relation for each body predicate of the compiled rules being 
evaluated. The names of these current relations are generated at compile-time. 

In order to be able to re-associate current tuples with their corresponding nodes of the data-flow graph, 
the identifier of the node where the current tuple was produced is stored in the current relations. Hence, 
the current tuple relations have the following format: 

virtual-current-tuple[Step, Node, Lcid, Adm-Flag, Lcont I Data-attributes] 

where Step is the stage at which the tuple was produced (used by the delta mechanism), Node is the 
identifier of the corresponding node of the data-flow graph, Adm-Flag is a flag indicating whether the 
current tuple is admissible and Leont is the kid of the father subquery. 

Answer Relations 

The answer relation associated with a pair (Pred, Pattern) has the following format: 

ans~er-tuple[Step, Lcont I Data-Attributes] 

where Step is the stage at which the answer was produced (used by the delta mechanism), Lcont is the 
identifier of the corresponding subquery, Data-A ttributes has one field per free variable in Pattern. 

Subquery Relations 

In principle, query relations should contain the identifier (lcid) of the query tuple and the query tuple 
itself. In fact, query relations have the same format as current rela.tions: 

query-tuple [Step. Node, Lcid. Adm-Flag. Lcont/-l I Data-attributes] 
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The reason why this is the case is the following one. In many cases (think of so-called chain rules), query 
tuples are not strict sub-tuples of the corresponding current tuples, but are identical to the corresponding 
current tuples (this is the case when no variable "jumps" over the corresponding literal lit, i.e. is present 
before lit, after lit, but not in lit.) In this case, EKS-VI keeps the current tuples directly in the query 
relation, in order to avoid too many intermediate relations. 

6.5.3 Performing the Admissibility Test 

In this section, we indicate what happens to current tuples (in particular the admissibility test) a.nd to 
answer tuples for virtual predicates when they are generated. 

When generated, current tuples for virtual predicates must undergo the following opera.tions: 

1.	 local optimization: is this tuple identical with a tuple produced for the same node, potentially at a 
different stage? 

2.	 admissibility test: is its query subtuple new, i.e. does it exist in the corresponding query relation? 

As indicated in the chapter of the interface to BANG, set-oriented operators supporting the EKS-VI 
evaluator are divided in two stages. The production part actually retrieves tuples by applying the standard 
corresponding operation (join, selection, difference) and passes these tuples one by one to the treatment 
part, specified by means of so-called action functions. 

Here, we describe two of these action functions, speciaUns and answ_ins, which are respectively specialized 
in handling current tuples and answer tuples for virtual relations. 

speciaLins takes as input from the production part of the operator, a current tuple (and, implicitly, its 
query subtuple), which look as follows: 

current(Step, Node, ?Lcid, ?Adm-flag, Lcont I RestC) 
subquery(Step, Node, ?Lcid, ?Adm-flag, -1 I RestS) 

Step, Node, Lcont and Rest are instantiated, whereas Lcid and Adm-flag have to be determined. 

speciaLins behaves as follows (? stands for a variable): 

For each tuple provided by the production part, do: 

IF	 1* LOCAL OPTIMIZATION *1 
there is a tuple in the current relation matChing: 

current(Step, Node, ?, ?, Lcont I RestC) 
THEN ask for the next tuple 
ELSE IF 1* ADMISSIBILITY TEST *1 

there exists a tuple in 'subquery' matching: 
subquery(?Step1, ?Node1, ?Lcid1, 1, ? I RestS) 

THEN 
IF Node1 = Node and Step1 = Step 
THEN (the subgoal is fake non-admissible): 

insert: 
current(Step, Node, Lcid1, 1, Lcont RestC) 

ELSE (the subgoal is non-admissible): 
insert: 

current(Step, Node, Lcid1, -1, Lcont I RestC); 
ELSE (the subgoal is admissible): 

get a neW' Lcid: 
insert: 

subquery(Step, Node, Lcid. 1, -1 I RestS) 
current(Step, Node, Lcid, 1, Lcont I RestC) 



-----------------

In the case when there is only the subquery relation, only one insertion is performed when the subgoal is 
admissible (into the subquery relation), and the Lcont attribute is set to the reallcont value rather than 
to the fake value -1. 

answ_ins takes as input from the production part of the operator, an answer tuple of the form: 

answer(Step, Lcont I Rest) 

answjns behaves as follows: 

For each tuple provided by the production part, do: 
IF /* Check the redundancy of the answer */ 

there exists a tuple matching: 
answer(?, Lcont I Rest) 

THEN ask for the next tuple 
ELSE insert: 

answer(Step, Lcont I Rest) 

6.5.4 Using Interm.ediate Temporary Relations 

We have investigated two different approaches about the use of temporary relations during evaluation. One 
approach inserted the produced tuples of an operation not only in the corresponding subquery-/answer
or current-tuples relation but created at the same time a temporary relation where the produced tuples 
were inserted as well. The following operation could then make use of this temporary relation. 
The other solution does not use temporary relations to insert new produced tuples, but used (in the 
following operation) the subquery- or answer-relation itself and filtered out the relevant tuples. 
These two approaches concern only operations having action functions which either insert new subqueries 
or which generate answers for a predicate: 

1.	 Systematic use of temporary relations: Whenever temporary relations are used, no further condi
tions on steps or nodes are necessary for the following operations to filter out the relevant tuples. 
The entire temporary relation contains relevant tuples for the current node and step. 
This approach turned out to be more efficient for recursive predicates: using small relations contain
ing only relevant tuples turned out to be more efficient than using a big relation where the relevant 
tuples have to be filtered out, even though the temporary relations had to be created at run-time 
and the tuples had to be inserted. Further we avoid the problem that an operation tries to insert 
tuples from a subquery relation into the same subquery reation (see below) as all operations use 
temporary relations as input relations. 

2.	 Avoid using temporary relations: Using this approach the relevant tuples of the relations had to be 
filtered out using additional conditions for the nodes and the steps. This turned out to be more 
efficient for the non-recursive case as no time was necessary for the creation of temporary relations 
or the insertion of the tuples. 
For the recursive case this approach turned out to be less efficient: very often the problem occurred 
that the input relation of an operation was the same as the output relation (the relation used for 
the insertion of produced tuples): We take the subquery-relation for a predicate, do the join with 
a base relation and insert new tuples into the same subquery-relation (recursion!). To solve this 
problem we have to use two operations instead of one (i.e. use a temporary relation in between 
and select the tuples into the subquery-relation afterwards). This duplicates operations and causes 
inefficiency compared with the approach which uses temporary relations. 

Suppressing the temporary relation only in the case where answers are produced seems to be a compromise. 
This saves inserting produced answer-tuples into two relations (the temporary relation and the answer
relation) and it does not bring additional problems, because whenever the problem of input relation equal 
to output relation occurs for the production of answer-tuples, it will occur anyways (i.e. whether temporary 
relations are used or not). In other words, the 'optimization' suppressing the temporary relation for the 
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answer tuples is almost always an optimization and saves a lot. Suppressing the temporary relations for 
the subquery relations brings new problems in the recursive case (the input relation of a. join is the same 
as the output relation) and turns out to be time-consuming because of additional selections. 

6.6 Tail-Recursion Optimization 

6.6.1 Expanding the Nodes Tree with TRO Predicates 

Let us first recall the principle of tail-recursion optimization: the answer tuples to intermediate subqueries 
are directly considered as answer tuples to the corresponding clique entry subquery. In order to avoi'd 
sending up the answer tuples from an intermediate node recursively until the tro clique entry node is 
reached, the node tree for tro predicates is expanded differently. 

•	 The entry node for a tro clique is considered normally. 

•	 Consider a node N for a tail-recursive literal of a tro clique. The nodes corresponding to the body 
literals for the rules expanding N are considered as brothers of N and not as sons of N. 

This way, the father of any answer node where answer tuples are produced within a tro clique is directly 
the clique entry node. Figure 6.6.1 illustrates this point. 

6.6.2 Insertion of Tuples in a TRO Clique 

The tail-recursion optimization requires special support in the query evaluator by means of modified 
action functions which we describe here. Note that the subqueries for a tro clique entry node are inserted 
normally. Only the subqueries inside a tro clique receive a special treatment. 

In order not to consider intermediate subqueries inside a tro clique for admissibility test outside this clique, 
the subqueries on a tail-recursive literal inside the tro clique are marked with the flag '0' (remember 
that the admissibility test is performed while considering subqueries having flag '1'). The subqueries 
corresponding to the entry of the tail-recursive clique are marked as before with '1' for admissible and 
'-1' for non-admissible. The subqueries marked with '0' are not considered as answered and need to be 
reanswered when found anywhere else. 

The device lcid/lcont is used in a different way in a tail-recursive clique. The lcid of the clique entry 
subqueries is carried along the evaluation of a tail-recursive clique. The kid of an intermediate tro 
subquery tuple is set to the lcid of its ancestor subquery at the tro clique entry node. Finally, the kid is 
equal to the lcont for all the subqueries inside a tail-recursive clique. This way we can recognize whether 
a subquery is non-admissible w.r.t. a subquery with same ancestors: we check for their lconts to be equal. 
Moreover, the answer tuples have their kont directly equal to the kid of the clique entry subquery: this 
is used for matching them directly with the current tuples of the clique entry. 

We describe now the modified version of speciaUns inside a tro clique. Consider a subquery produced by 
a set-oriented operation8 : 

subquery(Step, Node, Lcont, 0, Lcont I Rest) 

where Step, Node, Lcont and Rest are instantiated, and 0 is the admissibility flag. Specialjns behaves as 
follows: 

For each tuple provided by the production part, do: 

IF	 /* LOCAL OPTIMIZATION */ 

8Normally, '1' or '_I' are used instead of '0'. 
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N (clique entry) 

Normal expansion: D recursive node 

recursive nodes have sons. brother-brother link 

father-son link 

N (clique entry) 

---tJ 
Expansion with tail-recursion: D tail-recursive node 

tail-recursive nodes have brothers. brother-brother link 

father-son link 

Figure 6.6.1: Data-flow graph in a tail-recursive clique 
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there is a tuple in the subquery relation matching: 
subquery(?, Node, ?, ?, Lcont I Rest) 

THEN ask for next tuple 
ELSE IF 1* ADMISSIBILITY TEST FOR TRO *1 

there exists a tuple in the subquery relation matching: 
subquery(?, ?, Lcont, ?, ? I Rest) 

THEN (non-admissible subgoal in the same branch): 
ask for next tuple 

ELSE (the subgoal is admissible): 
insert: 

subquery(Step, Node, Lcont, 0, Lcont I Rest) 

Note that we do not specify the admissibility flag of the duplicate tuple we are looking for (as opposed 
to the normal case where we look for redundant admissible tuples), but only its lcid (which is equal to 
the lcont). The reason for this is that the tuple being produced will be non-admissible both in the case 
where the entry clique with same lcid is a variant (this tuple has flag '1') and an intermediate tuple in 
the clique is a variant (this tuple has flag '0'). 

6.7 Coordination in the Case of Recursive Aggregates 

The problem of controlling the evaluation of aggregates is the following: one can compute the aggregates 
on the grouping predicate for a given value of the grouping arguments only if the evaluation of the 
corresponding subquery has been completed. The reason is that there exists only one aggregate value 
for a given value of the grouping arguments, which has to be computed only when all the answers to the 
grouping predicate are available. 

The problem of recursive aggregates has been considered in a separate report [Lef91] to which we refer for 
more details. Simply note that the aggregate computation implemented in EKS-VI is complete only for 
tail-recursive aggregate programs (like the bill of materials example). For other more complex recursive 
programs, the evaluation might fail on all or on some of the queries over aggregate rules. However, no 
incorrect value is ever returned (simply some answers are not returned) (a warning should be issued to 
the user when this is the case). 

The control of the evaluation is performed automatically in our breadth-first coordination mechanism in 
the case of non-recursive aggregate programs (i.e. the aggregate and grouping predicates are not mutually 
recursive; in other words, the aggregate program is stratified). In such case, whatever status (recursive or 
non-recursive) the grouping predicate has (or the predicates on which it depends have), all the answers 
have been computed before leaving the corresponding clique. However, if the aggregate program is 
recursive (the aggregate predicate and the grouping predicate are mutually recursive), some additional 
control must be performed. 

This control must ensure that the aggregate computation on answers to a given subquery may not be 
performed until all the subqueries on which it depends have been answered. In order to do so, the subgoals 
will be marked by default as non-completed. Only when leaving a given node, the goals for which all the 
direct descendants are completed are also marked as completed. 

We use for this purpose a temporary relation goaLcompletion/4 as described now. 

1. When entering a recursive aggregate clique, the relation: 

bang_createrel_temp(goal_completion, 
[integer(node, 4, '+'), 
integer(lcid, 4, '+'), 
integer(fatherlcid, 4, '+'), 
max(integer(completed_step, 2, '-'))]). 

is created and will be destroyed when leaving the whole clique. The last attribute is the value of 
the step at which a goal has been completed and is set originally to -1 for non-completed tuples. 



2.	 After each operation producing subquery/current tuples within the aggregate clique, an additional 
operation is performed. This operation is a. selection on the current tuple relation, selecting all the 
new current tuples by their node and step, and inserting for each of them a tuple into the relation 
goatcompletion, using an aggregate 'max' on the third attribute. This tuple indicates tha.t the new 
subgoal is non-completed. 

bang_select(Curr. [eq(att(1,1). S). eq(att(1,2), N)],
 
[att(1.2), att(1,3), att(1,5)], 0,
 
( '$action' ( [A. B. CJ) : 

'$ins'([A,B.C], goaLcompletion, [A,B.C,-1J»). 

This operation is added at compile time to the normal operator. The reason why an aggregate is 
computed, and not an simple insertion of a tuple with'-1', is that a similar tuple in the node could 
have existed before and have been completed in a previous step. The aggregate min ensures the 
insertion of a tuple marked as non-completed, overwriting the previous tuple. 

3.	 Before leaving a node, within the normal breadth-first computing scheme, a difference is performed 
between the current tuple relation and the goatcompletion relation, filtering out the current tuples 
for which some direct descendant is non-completed. For each relevant tuple an insertion is performed 
in the goaLcompletion relation (actually via a temporary relation, because input cannot be equal to 
output) marking it as completed. 

bang_diff(curr, goal_completion,
 
[eq(att(1.2), N), eq(att(1.3). att(2.3». eq(att(2,4), -1)J,
 

[att(1,2), att(1,3), att(1,5)J, Tmp),
 
bang_select(Tmp, [],
 

[att(1,1), att(1,2), att(1,3)], 0,
 
('$action'([A,B,C]) : 

'$ins'([A,B,CJ, goal_completion, [A,B,C,Step]»). 

(The aggregate max will have the effect of marking completed the tuples that were not completed 
until now.) 

The answer join itself between the answer tuples and the current tuples is performed with an 
additional test (additional action function) that the current tuple is not marked as completed. 

'$not_in'(Varlist, goal_completion, [eq(att(1,2),att(2,2», eq(att(2,4),-1)]) 

As above, these operations are added at compile time. 

4.	 When answering non-admissible tuples, instead of the selection of the non-admissible tuples (predi
cate prepare-na), a join is performed which selects out only the non~admissibletuples for which the 
original subquery is completed. These tuples are then marked as completed. The operation 

bang_select (Relcurr, [eq(att(1,2),N1), eq(att(1,4),-i)], [], ReI_temp) 

is replaced by: 

bang_join(Relcurr, goal_completion,
 
[eq(att(1,2),N1), eq(att(1,4),-1),
 

eq(att(i,3),att(2,2», diff(att(2,4),-1)J, Attlist, ReI_temp),
 
bang_select(Rel_temp, [], [att(1,3), att(i,5)], 0,
 

('$action'([A,B]): 
'$ins'([A,B], goal_completion, [Ni,A,B,Step]»).
 

The distinction between" normal" non-admissible answering and non-admissible answering within 
a recursive aggregate clique must be performed at run time (see below). 
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Remark: the reason why the node number is also in the relation goaLcompletion is the following. Let us 
imagine a current tuple CT with kid LCT having two descendants C and G' for two different nodes, but 
both non-admissible w.r. t. the same subquery with kid LSC. If the node number was not an attribute of 
the goaLcompletion relation, a single tuple [LSC, LCT, -I} would be inserted. Later on, it can be that 
e.g. C is answered, and then this would lead to the modification of the tuple [LSC, LCT, -1} to [LSC, 
LCT, S}, and CT would be considered as completed though it is not yet. This situation cannot appear if 
the node is an extra argument of the goaLcompletion relation. 

At compile time, while compiling a recursive aggregate clique, the operations are added to the normal 
operators as described above. However, we have to provide a flag at run time indicating that we are 
within a recursive aggregate clique, in order to choose between the two ways of performing non-admissible 
answering. This can be done just in the same way that the flags new_~lique and no_new_clique are produced 
at compile time. In the case of a recursive aggregate clique, the clique entry node is marked with the flag 
new_agg_clique (instead of new_clique). 

6.8 Files for the Evaluator 

The following files contain the Prolog programs which are relevant for the evaluator: 

evaUnitrun. pi initializations for a query 
eval..main.pi retrieval of the compiled code and manipulation of the nodes 
evaLcoord.pl coordination aspects and clique based saturation mechanism 
evaLoper.pl execution of the operators 
evalJlaansw. pi delta mechanism for non-admissible tuples 
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Chapter 7 

Storage Aspects: 
The BANG Interface 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the interface of EKS-VI to the BANG file system. The interface to the BANG file 
system as provided by MEGALOG (see also [Fre87] and [HBD89]) permits among others to: 

• manipulate the schema of a BANG database; 

• store flat tuples as well as complex structures on secondary storage; 

• interact with a BANG file on tuple-at-a-time basis (insertion, deletion, retrieval); 

• perform relational operations (join/difference/selection). 

For data manipulation in EKS-VI the standard relational operators for selections, differences and joins 
were extended in order to perform a sequence of actions on each tuple produced by a selection, difference 
or join operation. 
When using the standard operators these tuples can just be inserted into (temporary or permanent) 
relations. The actions performed on tuples ,in the extended operators can be much more complex: the 
extensions allow e.g. to evaluate externally defined predicates or to perform the operations related to the 
QSQ algorithm (see [Vie89]). These actions are described in detail in section 7.2.5. 

7.2 The Interface to BANG 

EKS-VI uses three different set-oriented operators (a selection-, a difference- and a join-operator): 

• BANG-BELECT(RELI, CONDLIST, PROJLIST, RESULT..REL, ACTIONS) 

• BANG..DIFF(RELI, REL2, CONDLIST, PROJLIST, RESULT..REL, ACTIONS) 

• BANG..JOIN(RELI, REL2, CONDLIST, PROJLIST, RESULT..REL, ACTIONS) 

These operators are mainly used during query evaluation. As the operators BANGJJIFF, BANG_SELECT 
and BANG-lOIN always succeed, a predicate ekLeval(Operation) is used during query evaluation. The 
predicate eks_eval(Operation) where Operation is the set-oriented operation is required to succeed only 
if at least one intermediate tuple was found for which the sequence of action functions succeeded. 
eks_eval(Operation) fails if no such intermediate tuple was found. 

The rest of this chapter describes the parameters for the set-oriented operators in deta.il. 
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7.2.1 The Relations 

The relations Rel1 and Rel2 are atoms and represent the name(s) of the input relation(s). 

7.2.2 The Condition List 

The condition list CondList is a Prolog list (potentially empty) of conditions of the following form: 

•	 op( att(orig, atLno), value) 

•	 op( att(orig-l., attJlo_l), att(orig...2, atLllo.-2) ) 

where 

•	 op can be eq, greater, greater_eq, less, less-eq or diff; 

•	 orig and orig_i indicate the relation: 1 for Rell, 2 for Re12; 

•	 atLno and att_no_i indicate the rank of the concerned attribute. The system checks whether the 
origins are correct (1 for bang..select and 1 or 2 for bang_di.fJ/bang_join) and that the atLnos are 
correct (less than or equal to the number of attributes of the corresponding relation). 

•	 value is a Prolog constant (atom, integer or real). 

In the case of a join or a difference, the only possible operator op between two attributes of different 
relations is eq, and the corresponding attributes must have the same type. 

7.2.3 The Projection List 

The initial purpose of the projection list ProjList, to specify the tuple which has to be inserted as the 
result of an operation into a result relation RESULT..REL, was changed in EKS-VI due to the extension 
of the operations with the argument ACTIONS. Now the projection list ProjList specifies the intermediate 
tuple which is created by the select-, difference- or join-operation and which is the input for the sequence 
of actions stated in ACTIONS. ProjList is a list of specifications of att(orig, attJlo) where att(orig, 
atLno) indicates that the value of the corresponding attribute of the intermediate tuple is to be taken 
from the attribute atLno of the input relation orig. Type and length of attributes are then inherited in 
intermediate tuple. 

7.2.4 The Result Relation 

Usually the tuple(s) resulting from a set-oriented operation are inserted into a result relation specified by 
RESULT..REL. As in EKS-VI the manipulation of a tuple is specified in the action part of an operation, 
the attribute RESULT..REL is not used and set to O. 

7.2.5 The Actions 

The attribute A CTIONS of a set-oriented operation specifies the sequence of actions to be performed on an 
intermediate tuple. For each intermediate tuple the sequence of actions is called. On a given intermediate 
tuple, an action function can either succeed, fail or cause the abortion of the BANG operation 1. 

The A CTIONS part of an operation is a Prolog clause 
'$actioll'(Illtermediate_tuple) : - BODY. 
where 

1 Note that, in any case, it is an internal error when an action function tries to insert a tuple in a relation involved in the 
production part (i.e. is identical to Rell or to Rel2). 
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•	 '$action'(Intermediate_tuple) is the head of the action clause. Only a single argument Intermedi
ate_tuple is possible which is required to be a list of variables. The list Intermediate_tuple specifies 
the intermediate tuples which are the input for the sequence of actions listed in the body of the 
clause. The elements of Intermediate_tuple are unified with the attributes specified by projection 
list (Intermediate_tuple and the projection list must have the same length). Via unification at
tributes of an intermediate tuple can be passed to the literals defining the body of the action clause. 
At run-time the action clause is activated for each intermediate tuple which is an output of the 
operation. 

•	 BODY is a sequence of literals where each literal has to be an action function. BODY is evaluated 
from left to right and can contain arbitrarily many calls to action functions. 

e.g: 

bang_join(rl, r2, [ .. ], [att(l,l), att(l,2), att(2,2)], 0, 
'$action'([A, B, C]) :

add(A, B, X), 
diff(B, C, Y), 
ins(A, B, C, X, Y, reI». 

In case an action function succeeds for a tuple, the next action function in the sequence of functions is 
called. In case an action function fails for a tuple, the next intermediate tuple is processed. 

Creation of relations: Relations which are used within an action function have to exist. If these 
relations were not created before the call to the operation but within the action functions the test whether 
a relation exists would be performed for each intermediate tuple for which the action function is called. 
To avoid this testing the relevant relations are created BEFORE the call to the set-oriented operation. 
The types of the attributes of these relations are derived at compile-time and stored in a parameter of 
the compiled code. At run-time the relation(s) only have to be created according to the derived schema 
in case they do not yet exist 2. 

Before the call of the operation the following is done for arguments referring to relations which have to 
be created: 

•	 If the argument is a variable, a new temporary relation is created and its name is returned as binding 
to the variable. 

•	 If the argument is an atom A, a temporary relation A is created if it does not exist beforehand. 

7.2.6 Action functions currently implemented 

This section describes the set of action functions currently implemented in EKS-V1. As already mentioned 
arbitrarily many action functions can be called in an arbitrary order in the body of the clause defining 
the action part of an operation. 

Externally defined predicates 

Externally defined predicates can be called as literals in the body of an action clause, e.g. 
'paf_name'(Arg..1, .. , ArgJl) 
where the A rgj are Prolog variables or constants. In case A rg_i is a Prolog variable the variable has 
to appear either as a variable in the head of the action clause (thus referring to an attribute of the 
intermediate tuple), as an output variable3 of a literal already processed or has to be an output variable 
itself. 

2The relations should be deleted AFTER the operation if no tuple was inserted. 
3If there is an admissible instantiation pattern (see previous chapter) which allows calling an argument. with f, t.his 

argument is called an output variable. 
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Insertions and Deletions 

An insertion or a deletion of an intermediate tuple Tuple into/from a relation Relname can be expressed 
by the following action functions. 

1. Tuple-at-a-time operations: 

'$ins'(Tuple, Relname).
 
'$del'(Tuple, Relname).
 
'$ins'(Tuple, Relname, ProjList).
 
'$del'(Tuple, Relname, ProjList).
 

The '$ins' and '$del' action functions succeed if the insertion or deletion was effective, i.e. a new 
tuple was inserted (for 'Sins), or the tuple was found and deleted (for '$del'), else they fail. Either 
the whole tuple is inserted or the tuple has to be projected along ProjList and is then inserted. 
ProjList is a list of Argi where A rgi is either a variable appearing in the head of the action clause 
or a constant. 

2. Set-at-a-time operations: 

'$set_del'(Tuple, Relname, CondList ). 

This function specifies the deletion of a subset of tuples of the relation Relname matching the 
condition list CondList. Relname must be an atom denoting an already existing relation. CondList 
is specified according to the normal syntax of a condition list (see above). '$seLdel' always succeeds. 

Tests 

A test is specified by a Prolog list of comparisons e.g. [X > 99, Y = Z]. The conditions of the list are 
checked for the intermediate tuple. 

The NOTIN function 

The action function '$not_in' (Tuple, Relname, CondList) 

• succeeds if no tuple matching a condition list CondList is found in the relation Relname and 

• fails if one matching tuple is found; 

'$noLin'is a set-oriented operation where: 

• Tuple is the intermediate tuple; 

• Relname is an atom; 

• CondList is a list of conditions of the form: 

'op'( att(orig2, att1), 'value' )
 
'op'( att(orig2, att1), att(orig1, att2)
 
'op'( att(orig2, att1), att(orig2, att2) auto comparison on relation Relname.
 

where:
 

value is as above for condition lists;
 

origl: 1 denotes the intermediate tuple, 2 denotes the relation Relname;
 

op: possible operators are eq, greater_eq, greater, less, lesLeq or difj.
 

As said before, special conditions on the Relname relation are allowed (like comparisons between different 
attributes of the same tuple), but not on the intermediate tuple relation. Such conditions have to be put 
into the test filter. 
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The ASSUME functions 

The purpose of the assume primitives is to update a relation and to record the update if the update 
is effective. A pos-assume and a neg_assume are provided, respectively corresponding to insertions and 
deletions of tuples: 

'$pos_assume'(Tuple. Relname. PlusName, ProjList. UpProjList). 
'$neg_assume'(Tuple. Relnarne. MinusNarne. ProjList. UpProjList). 

where: 

•	 Tuple is the intermediate tuple to be inserted according to the projection lists; 

•	 Relname is the narl1.e of the relation to be updated; 

•	 PlusName/MinusName are the names of the relations to store the effective updates; 

•	 ProjList / UpProJ'List are projection lists respectively for Relname and for Plus/MinusName. They 
are lists [ArYl, .. , ArYn] where Arg; is a variable referring to an attribute of the intermediate tuple. 

The action function '$pos...assume' (resp. '$neg...assume') inserts (resp. deletes) each intermediate 
tuple into (resp. from) Relname. If the insertion (resp. the deletion) is effective, then the tuple is added 
to PlusName (resp. MinusName)4. The ASSUME action functions always succeeds, even if no new tuple 
was found; it aborts in case of an internal error. 

The QSQ functions 

The following two action functions are used to implement the QSQ-algorithm (see [VieS9]): 

•	 '$answjns'(Tuple, AnswJ'el, ProjList); 

•	 '$speciaUns'(Tuple, Tro..flag, Sq..rel, ProjList..sq, Curr..rel, ProjList_curr). 

The action function '$answ_ins'(Tuple, Answ_rel, ProjList) inserts answers produced by the evaluation of 
one rule into the answer relation A nsw_rel. Together with the answer a step is stored which reflects the 
step of the evaluation where the answers were produced. 

The action function '$speciaLins '(Tuple, Tro-fiag, Sq_rel, ProjList...Bq, Curr_rel, ProjLisLcurr) inserts 
current and query tuples for a virtual node into the subgoal and current tuples relation. 

Answ_rel, Sq_rel, Curr_re/ are atoms, giving the names of the relations. Sq_re/ and Curr_rel can be equal. 
In thi,: case, the current tuple relation and the subgoal relation are confused, and the second projection list 
(ProjLisLcurr) is never studied - it can be anything. Tro_fiag is an atom equal either to 'tro', 'entry_tro' 
or 'noLtro'. 'tro' is the case when tail-recursion optimization is to be performed inside a tail-recursive 
clique. 'entry_tro' indicates that a entry into a tail-recursive clique is being done (actually, 'entry_tro' 
performs similar as 'not_tro' and any atom other than 'tro' is allowed to express 'not_tro') 5. ProjLisLansw, 
ProjList...Bq, and ProJ'LisLcurr are lists [Argl, .. , Argn] where Argi is a variable referring to an attribute 
of the intermediate tuple or a constant. 

4 An additional attribute will store the update identifier con-esponding to the update. 
SIt is an error to have both Tro-fiag = 'tro' and Curr_rel ! = Sq_rel. 
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7.3 Files for the Storage Manager 

The files which contain programs relevant for data storage and data manipulation are: 

comp_toJ3ANG.pl mapping from the literal to the BANG syntax 
evaLcoord. pI definition of the Prolog action functions 
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